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Abstract

Airbnb and other home sharing platforms experienced a meteoric rise over the past
decade. In recent years, they ran into headwinds though: More and more cities en-
acted home sharing ordinances (HSOs) that regulate the short-term rental market.
Most of the regulations aim to ban commercial short-term renting – that is, hosts
who divert residential property to pure short-term rental use. We study the effect of
HSOs in leading German cities on the size and the structure of the local short-term
rental market. Our estimates suggest that HSOs decrease commercial short-term
rental activity – but fail to abolish it: Listing days related to commercial Airbnb
properties, on average, drop by 20-32%. We provide evidence that many commer-
cial hosts remain in the market even if this violates current regulations. Moreover,
HSOs (unintentionally) decrease the short-term rental activity of hosts who only
occasionally rent out their residence on a short-term basis. Additional analyses
show that HSOs have minor effects on long-term residential housing markets. Only
relatively few properties are redirected from short-term rental use to the long-term
residential market and we find no indication for a drop in long-term rental prices.

JEL classification: R21; R31; H31
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1 Introduction

Recent years have seen a rapid emergence of IT-facilitated business models that enable

peer-to-peer sharing of underutilized goods and service capacity (Schlagwein et al. 2020).

A prominent example of this “sharing economy” is home sharing that offers visitors an

alternative to traditional hotel accommodation by allowing them to connect with people

(i.e., hosts) who are willing to share their homes short-term for a fee. Airbnb is the leading

home-sharing platform worldwide. In March 2021, Airbnb had 5.6 million active listings

(i.e., properties available for at least one day per year) in about 100,000 cities around the

globe.1 Especially cities that attract many visitors, in recent years, have experienced a

steep increase in Airbnb listings. This led to considerable opposition by local residents

who fear repurposing of properties from long-term residential use to short-term rentals

in tight urban housing markets, rising housing prices, and negative externalities from

raucous behavior of visitors. In some cities, mounting frustration resulted in anti-tourism

graffiti, vandalism, and protests against Airbnb (McClanahan 2021).

These negative effects of Airbnb on local residents largely relate to commercial Airbnb

hosts who offer whole properties exclusively for short-term rentals rather than subletting

their own residence during occasional absence. They are the ones who strip properties

from long-term residential housing markets and divert them to pure short-term rental

use. Potential annoyances from visitors in apartment buildings and residential areas are

also particularly pronounced when properties are exclusively used for short-term rentals

and visitors are present continuously.

Commercial hosts also, in a fundamental sense, undermine the very idea of home

sharing: to have a peer-to-peer market. Despite the apparent tension between commercial

short-term rental activity and the nature of the home sharing business model, Airbnb

and other short-term rental providers have not taken actions to ban or reduce commercial

activity on their platforms. Their incentives to do so are limited: they earn attractive

fees from commercial short-term renting; and commercially offered listings may improve

visitors’ perceived value of the platform by adding to the availability of properties and

providing higher quality and convenience (e.g., professional cleaning/housekeeping, easy

check-in and -out).

Many cities, in turn, responded to concerns by local residents and recently introduced

home sharing ordinances (HSOs) that regulate the short-term rental market. A number

of cities completely banned short-term rentals (in certain districts) as recently enacted

by the city of Barcelona (Caayao 2021). Most cities, in turn, focus their actions on the

perceived “widespread pattern” and “alarming” phenomenon of commercial short-term

renting (Euro Cities 2020) Â and enacted HSOs that aim to constrain commercial short-

term rental activity and the repurposing of residential housing to short-term rental use

1See https://news.airbnb.com/about-us/.
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(e.g. Samaan 2015; Sheppard and Udell 2016; Vidal 2019). Airbnb expects that public

policy concerns will lead to further regulations in the future and that these regulations

might ultimately have material adverse effects on Airbnb’s business model.2

For local residents, policymakers, Airbnb and other home sharing platforms, it is thus

of prime relevance to understand the quantitative impact of HSOs on commercial and

occasional short-term rental activity.3 As HSOs mainly target commercial hosts, com-

mercial short-term renting is expected to decline in response to the introduction and

tightening of HSOs – at least if the regulations are effective. The impact of HSOs on oc-

casional short-term rental activity is, in turn, theoretically ambiguous. If the regulations

are well-targeted, occasional hosts might benefit from the decreased activity of commer-

cial hosts as some of the short-term rental demand may be redirected to them. Such a

redirection would dampen the negative effect of HSOs on platform providers’ profits. If

HSOs are not well targeted to commercials, they may also shy off occasional hosts, which

may, in turn, exacerbate the negative impact on platform profits.

How HSOs influence commercial and/or occasional activities on home-sharing plat-

forms is eventually an empirical question. To date, there is hardly any evidence. Research

about the home-sharing economy has focused on trust and reciprocity in peer-to-peer mar-

kets (e.g., Proserpio et al. 2018; Zervas et al. 2021), the effects of home sharing on the

tourism industry (e.g., Zervas et al. 2017; Farronato and Fradkin 2018; Li and Srinivasan

2021), and the housing market (e.g., Barron et al. (2021)). There are only few studies that

examine the effects of HSOs (Bekkerman et al. 2021, Koster et al. 2021, Valentin 2021)

and these studies largely focus on testing how the regulations impact on local housing

prices. The regulations’ effect on the size and structure of the short-term rental market

has remained largely unassessed, in turn. Most importantly, existing work provides no

indication how HSOs impact the Airbnb activity of commercial and occasional hosts -

despite the fact that a clear understanding of these responses is crucial for the design of

effective policies.

It is the aim of this paper to fill this gap and evaluate the impact of HSOs on the

short-term rental activity of commercial and occasional hosts. Our testing ground is the

introduction and tightening of HSO regulations in three leading German cities: Berlin,

Munich, and Hamburg. These cities are among those with the highest Airbnb penetration

outside the US.4 Our empirical analysis relies on rich data that contain information on

all Airbnb listings and reservations in Germany during our sample frame. We use this

data to distinguish between commercial and occasional activity on the Airbnb platform.

2See https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1559720/000119312520294801/d81668ds1.

htm#toc81668_2.
3Some even argue that hosts depend on the income realized on the Airbnb platform to pay their mort-

gage or rent (https://blog.atairbnb.com/economic-impact-airbnb/) and that Airbnb decreases in-
come inequality because it provides supplemental income for the middle class (Hunt 2016).

4See https://www.airdna.co/resources/blog.
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While the platform does not directly classify commercial activity, we rely on four criteria,

which point to commercial short-term renting: (i) the property is offered by a host who

simultaneously lists several properties for short-term rental, (ii) the whole property is

continuously offered as available on the Airbnb platform, (iii) the whole property is rented

out for more days than allowed by the city’s HSO, or (iv) renting out the property on

the Airbnb platform generates high revenues. In our baseline estimation, a commercially

offered property is a property for which at least one of these four criteria applies. We

provide robustness checks where we apply the criteria separately and where we adjust

thresholds related to specific criteria definitions. We show that the key insights are not

sensitive to modifications of the commercial host definition.

Our empirical analysis tracks commercial and occasional activity around the time of

the introduction and tightening of HSOs in the treated cities. The unit of observation

is the 1km x 1km grid. Airbnb activity is measured by the number of listing days per

grid, the number of reservation days per grid and the number of active Airbnb properties.

Drawing on a difference-in-differences (DiD) approach, we determine the average treat-

ment effect on the treated (ATT) by comparing changes in commercial and occasional

Airbnb activity per grid and month in treated cities with other large cities in Germany

without HSO legislation. The DiD approach allows us to absorb the significant gen-

eral time- and seasonal trends in Airbnb activity and, more generally, to avoid biased

estimates due to omitted variables.

Our results suggest that HSOs significantly decrease commercial activity on the Airbnb

platform. Commercial activity declines throughout all studied HSOs and for all Airbnb

activity indicators. We find that HSOs reduce the number of listing days, the number

of reservation days and the number of properties by commercial hosts on the Airbnb

platform. The quantitative response is sizable: The number of listings days, on average,

drop by 20% to 32%. Inversely, HSOs are, however, far from eliminating commercial

short-term rental activity. We provide evidence that many commercial hosts stay in the

market, even if this violates enacted HSO regulations – which points to significant gaps

in law enforcement.

As Airbnb activity is largely concentrated in a few city grids – mostly located close

to the city center and close to tourist sites –, we also separately assess the effects of

HSOs on grids with a high Airbnb intensity and show that these local areas experience a

strong absolute drop in Airbnb activity in the wake of HSO interventions. Yet, relative

effect sizes are comparable across grids with high, intermediate, and low Airbnb intensity,

suggesting that commercial hosts respond similarly to HSO regulations no matter where

the properties are located.

The results turn out to be robust against several sensitivity checks: we adjust the

definition of commercial and occasional activity, change the set of control grids that

enter the analysis and alter assumptions on the correlation structure of errors when
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estimating standard errors (clustering). Event study estimates, moreover, show common

pre-treatment trends in the Airbnb activity of treatment and control grids, which supports

the common trend assumption.

The results, furthermore, suggest that occasional activity on Airbnb declines when

HSOs are introduced or tightened. The negative response – which is plausibly unintended

by the lawmakers – is observed throughout all studied interventions and the decline is

substantial: Listing days related to occasional Airbnb properties decrease, on average,

by 12% to 36%. HSO regulations hence deter commercial and occasional activity on

Airbnb alike – despite the fact that the design of the statutory legislations – and the

policy discussions surrounding their introduction – suggest that they are targeted at

commercial short-term rental activity (see e.g. Euro Cities 2020).

Finally, we determine whether and to what extent HSO regulations dampen Airbnb-

related externalities on local housing markets. As sketched above, local residents mainly

fear that the presence of Airbnb leads to redirections of properties from long-term res-

idential to short-term rental use and to rising housing prices in long-term residential

markets.5 Our findings only point to moderate improvements at these margins. The

estimated number of properties redirected from pure short-term rental to the long-term

residential use in the wake of HSO reforms tends to be small, in particular when com-

pared to the housing need of the studied urban areas. Based on data for long-term rental

offers in Germany, we, moreover, show that long-term rental prices are unaffected by

HSO regulations. The latter result also holds when we focus on city-center grids that are

most strongly penetrated by home-sharing activities before the regulations.

Our findings contribute to shedding light on the effectiveness of HSO regulations

in constraining short-term rental activity. Given the increasing prevalence of HSOs in

leading cities worldwide, our results offer important insights for stakeholders in the short-

term rental market: platform providers, short-term rental hosts, local governments and

residents. In the conclusion section, we offer a thorough discussion of the implications of

our findings for these stakeholder groups.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly discuss the

related literature. Section 3 provides an overview of HSOs implemented in the US and

Europe. Sections 4 and 5 describe data and estimation strategy. Sections 6 and 7 present

our estimates for the effect of HSOs on short-term rental activity and housing prices.

Section 8 concludes.

5As described in more detail below, housing markets in leading German cities are dominated by long-
term renting. Only a small minority of city inhabitants own the apartment in which they live. Public
and political discussions on short-term renting thus centered around adverse effects of short-term renting
on long-term rental prices.
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2 Literature

The last years have seen the emergence of a growing literature on home sharing, and

we refer the reader to Guttentag (2019) and Dann et al. (2019) who provide recent

literature reviews on the topic. In the following, we briefly outline studies related to our

work. Several papers document that home sharing exerts an ambiguous effect on the

hospitality industry. Restaurants, for example, benefit from Airbnb activity (Farronato

and Fradkin 2018, Basuroy et al. 2021), while the hotel industry is negatively affected

(Zervas et al. 2017, Farronato and Fradkin 2018, Li and Srinivasan 2021). Moreover,

home sharing impacts the local housing market. Several studies document a positive

correlation between Airbnb activity and house prices in leading cities around the world

(see, e.g., Lee 2016; Sheppard and Udell 2016; Horn and Merante 2017; Garcia-López

et al. 2020; Barron et al. 2021; Francoa and Santos 2021).6 Xu and Xu (2021) find that

Airbnb presence increases local amenities, e.g. improves local infrastructure.

Studies on the consequences of HSOs on short-term rental activity and the housing

market are scarce. Exceptions are Bekkerman et al. (2021), Duso et al. (2021), Koster

et al. (2021) and Valentin (2021). Bekkerman et al. (2021) study the introduction of

HSOs in 15 US metropolitan areas and show that residential permits decline after HSO

introduction. This suggests that the option to participate in home sharing influences

housing purchasing decisions. Duso et al. (2021), Koster et al. (2021), and Valentin

(2021) document moderate decreases in house and rental prices in the wake of HSO

regulations. The two latter studies furthermore show that these effects are stronger in

areas that ban short-term rentals completely.

Previous studies, in turn, largely ignore the impact of HSOs on the size and structure

of the short-term rental market. We contribute to the literature by offering the first

detailed analysis of how HSOs influence commercial and occasional short-term rental ac-

tivity on the Airbnb platform.7 Similar to the above studies, we, moreover, determine

HSO effects on local housing markets. We estimate effects on long-term rents, but ad-

ditionally - contrary to prior work - also quantify the impact of HSOs on the number of

properties used for long-term residential housing.

3 Governmental Regulations of Home-sharing

When Airbnb was founded in 2008 in San Francisco, the business idea was to match

individuals who want to rent out their property on a short-term basis to individuals who

6Intuitively, the link between Airbnb activity and housing prices is stronger in areas close to tourist
sites and when commercial hosts are active in the market (see e.g. Calder-Wang 2020; Garcia-López
et al. 2020; Li et al. 2021).

7Prior research on HSOs, in turn, focuses on the housing market and commonly only presents HSO
effects on aggregate Airbnb listings as brief motivational evidence.
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City Day cap Type of homes Presence of Multiple License/registr.
owner required prop. prohibited required

Amsterdam, NED ≤ 30 primary & secondary no no yes
Berlin, GER none primary no no yes

≤ 90 secondary no yes yes
Boston, USA none primary & secondary no no yes
Chicago, USA none primary & secondary no no yes
Copenhagen, DEN ≤ 70 primary & secondary no no no
Dublin, IRL ≤ 90 primary no no yes

> 90 primary no no yes
none secondary no no yes

Hamburg, GER ≤ 56 primary no no yes
Lisbon, POR none primary & secondary no no yes
London, GBR ≤ 90 primary & secondary no no no

> 90 primary & secondary no no yes
Madrid, ESP ≤ 90 primary & secondary no no yes
Munich, GER ≤ 56 primary & secondary no no no
Paris, FRA ≤ 120 primary no no no

none primary yes no no
none secondary no no yes

Rome, ITA none primary & secondary no no yes
San Francisco, USA ≤ 90 primary no yes yes

none primary yes yes yes

Notes: ’Day cap’ is the maximum annual number of days residential properties are allowed to be rented out on a short-
term basis by HSO laws. ’Type of homes’ indicates whether the day cap applies to primary or secondary homes or both.
’Presence of owner required’ indicates regulations that only allow for short-term rentals if the host is present. ’Multiple
properties prohibited’ indicates HSOs that explicitly ban short-term rentals of multiple properties by the same host.
The last column indicates HSOs where hosts are required to hold a license or register with the city to offer properties
for short-term rental.

Table 1: HSOs in major cities in the US and Europe, November 2021

need short-term accommodations. During this early stage of development, Airbnb did

not face any specific market regulations. The platform quickly expanded firstly inside

the US, from 2011 onwards also in Europe, and later worldwide. Increasing short-term

rental activity, in particular by commercial hosts, caused mounting opposition by local

residents and the hotel industry, however. In response, city governments in the US and

worldwide started regulating the market for short-term rentals through HSOs.

Existing HSO regulations can be classified in two main groups: HSOs that effectively

ban all short-term rentals by disallowing any rental shorter than 30 consecutive days

and HSOs that generally allow for short-term rentals but aim to restrict commercial

short-term renting activity. While a number of cities – including Los Angeles, New

Orleans, New York and recently Barcelona – fall into the first category and ban short-term

rentals (in certain city areas), most HSO adhere to the second category. The latter laws

target commercial short-term rental activity by outlawing “repeated short-term renting”

of residential properties and – as depicted in Table 1 – by capping the annual number of

days that (main and/or secondary) residences are allowed to be rented out on a short-term

basis. Some legislations also require hosts to be present during the guests’ stay, which

equally reduces the attractiveness and feasibility of commercial short-term renting. The

decision not to ban short-term rentals completely, in turn, shows that city governments

consider it acceptable that residents engage in limited (“occasional”) short-term renting.

In this study, we assess the effects of HSOs of three major German cities: Berlin,
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Munich, and Hamburg. The regulations in all three cities fall into the second category

and do not completely ban short-term renting but rather target commercial short-term

rental activity.

Berlin was the first German city to regulate home sharing within its borders. It en-

acted an HSO in December 2013 that prohibited the “repeated renting” of more than

half of a property on a short-term basis. The legislation, however, accounted for a tran-

sition period and the restrictions only became effective in May 2016. The city of Berlin

tightened its HSO in April 2018. The new HSO explicitly sets a 90-day limit for short-

term renting of secondary homes per annum. Additionally, Berlin forbade any short-term

rental if the host rented out more than one property (primary or another secondary) in

Berlin. All of these elements highlight that especially commercial short-term rental ac-

tivity was targeted by the law. Moreover, to foster compliance with the HSO, fines were

increased from up to EUR 100,000 to a maximum of EUR 500,000 for not obeying with

the HSO in 2018. Finally, from August 2018 onwards, short-term hosts were required to

register with the city. In our empirical analysis, we quantify the effects of both, the HSO

introduction in May 2016 as well as the tightening of the HSO in April 2018.

Munich introduced its HSO in November 2017 and it became effective in January

2018. The regulation forbids renting out more than half of the living space of a property

for more than eight weeks per year, i.e., 56 days, irrespective of whether it is the primary

or secondary home that is rented out. Violation of the HSO is fined with up to EUR

500,000.

Hamburg restricted short-term rentals from June 2013 onwards. The law enacted in

2013 was quite lax, however. Hosts were not allowed to rent out more than half of the

property for more than 6 months per year. The law was tightened in October 2018, with

the new rules becoming effective in January 2019. From then onwards, hosts have not

been allowed to rent out more than half of their property for more than eight weeks, i.e.,

56 days, per year – analogously to the HSO in Munich. In contrast to Munich, Hamburg’s

HSO, however, targets primary homes only. The revision of the HSO also increased fines

for non-compliance to EUR 500,000 (from EUR 50,000 in the initial regulation) and hosts

have, since then, been required to register with the city, analogously to the regulations

in Berlin.

Enforcement of HSO regulations is broadly comparable across the three treated cities.

In Berlin, Munich and Hamburg, specific administrative units are in charge for HSO en-

forcement. In all three cities, inhabitants can report misuse of residential property to

the authorities. In Berlin and Hamburg, host registration requirements facilitate enforce-

ment.
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4 Data

Our analysis relies on data for all Airbnb listings and reservations in Germany from

January 2017 to December 2019. For prior years - from May 2015 onwards - we draw

on the population of Airbnb listings and reservations in larger German cities. The data

is drawn from AirDNA, a private company that offers business consultancy services for

the short-term rental market. AirDNA consistently and continuously scrapes data from

Airbnb’s webpage and sells analyses based on this data to its customers.

For each property, we observe for each day of the observation period whether a prop-

erty is listed on the Airbnb platform, and whether a property is booked. The data also

allow us to link properties to Airbnb hosts and contain information on the revenues earned

from short-term rental transactions. This allows us to identify entire listing and reserva-

tion histories of properties and hosts. While the data does not provide direct information

if properties are offered commercially or occasionally, the available data points to one or

the other.8 In our analysis, we classify a property as being used commercially

(i) if the property is offered by a host who lists multiple properties for short-term

rental in a given city (Xu and Xu 2021); or

(ii) if a property is, on average, listed as available on the Airbnb platform for more

than 25 days per month9; or

(iii) if its number of reservation days per year exceeds the allowed maximum days of

the city’s HSO (i.e., 90 days for Berlin; 56 days for Munich and Hamburg); or

(iv) if the average monthly revenue realized with a property on the Airbnb platform

amounts to 500 Euros or more.

The rationale for criterion (i) is that plausibly at maximum one property is used

for own residential purposes. Renting out several apartments on Airbnb at the same

time thus points to commercial short-term renting activities. Criterion (ii) reflects that

continuously listing a property as available for short-term rental obviously contradicts

the notion that the property is only occasionally rented out during personal absence and,

thus, points to commercial activity. Criterion (iii) captures the legal requirement and

therefore the governments’ definition of commercial use. With criterion (iv) we make

8Prior research relies on irregularly scraped data (see e.g., Garcia-López et al. (2020); Barron et al.
(2021); Koster et al. (2021)) which does not allow for such a distinction.

9The data indicates that a large number of properties is listed on the Airbnb platform frequently,
almost all year around. In turn, it is very few properties that are listed the full 365 days. The 25
listing day threshold in criterion (ii) follows the notion that also properties that are almost continuously
listed as available on Airbnb are likely commercially used. Properties may not be listed on some days
when hosts themselves or their family and friends stay in the city and use the property. We assess the
robustness of our findings to adjustments in the specified listing day threshold in Section 6.1.2.
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Berlin Munich Hamburg
All properties listed 13184 7270 7861
All properties reserved 9303 (70.56%) 5060 (69.60%) 6915 (87.97%)
Commercially offered properties
(i) property belonging to host with multiple properties 756 (5.73%) 384 (5.28%) 776 (9.87%)
(ii) mean monthly listings > 25 1800 (13.65%) 1267 (17.43%) 1699 (21.61%)
(iii) reservations > HSO-threshold 2399 (18.20%) 1600 (22.01%) 3571 (45.43%)
(iv) mean monthly revenue > 500 EUR 1912 (14.50%) 1133 (15.58%) 2168 (27.58%)

main specification:
at least one criteria (i)-(iv) applies 3972 (30.13%) 2748 (37.80%) 4387 (55.81%)
Occasionally offered properties 9212 (69.87%) 4522 (62.20%) 3474 (44.19%)

Notes: The first line depicts the number of properties listed on Airbnb at least once in 2017; the second line the number
of properties reserved at least once in 2017 (in brackets as a fraction of all listed properties, cf. line 1). The third to
sixth line depicts the number of commercially offered properties according to different criteria (see main text).

Table 2: Number of commercially and occasionally offered Airbnb properties in 2017

use of the fact that using a property exclusively for short-term renting is only financially

attractive if the revenues earned exceed the opportunity costs, i.e., the average rent paid

in the long-term rental market. The 500 Euros-threshold is chosen as, in our sample of

cities, the average square meter rent in areas with high Airbnb intensity is 12.8 Euros

per month (cf. Table B.1 in Appendix Appendix B). Small apartments (with a size of 40

square meters) thus cost around 500 Euros per month.

In the analysis, we classify properties as commercial if any of the criteria (i) to (iv)

applies. Inversely, properties are classified as occasional if neither of the criteria (i) to

(iv) applies. In Sections 6.1.2 and 6.2.2, we present detailed robustness checks, which

show that the key results are insensitive to adjustments in the definition of commercial

and occasional Airbnb activity.

Table 2 depicts the number of Airbnb properties in Berlin, Munich, and Hamburg in

2017 with at least one listing and one reservation day during that year.10 The listing-

to-reservation-ratio varies across cities. In Berlin and Munich, 70.56% and 69.60% of

properties that are listed at least one day are also booked at least one day, while it is

87.97% in Hamburg.

Moreover, Table 2 depicts the number and the share of Airbnb properties (listed at

least once on the platform) that are classified as commercial. Table 2 conveys that rela-

tively few properties are listed by hosts who offer multiple properties for short-term rental

in a given city. In turn, properties with many reservation days - above the legal thresh-

old defined by the city’s HSO law - are significantly more prevalent.11 The same holds

true for properties which are continuously listed on the Airbnb platform and properties

10We only consider properties that are listed and booked on the Airbnb platform as a whole. Also
note that the higher number of Airbnb properties in Berlin relative to Munich and Hamburg may (at
least in part) reflect differences in city size.

11The reservation day caps applied are those that are implemented in the HSO reforms studied in this
paper: 90 days for Berlin and 56 days for Hamburg and Munich. Note that none of these thresholds
was in place in 2017. We present extensive robustness checks, where we test whether changes in the
commercial and occasional property definition impact our substantive findings.
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(a) Berlin 2016 (b) Berlin 2018

(c) Munich 2017 (d) Hamburg 2018

Figure 1: Within-city-distribution of Airbnb activity

Notes: The figures depicts the share of properties per grid that are listed at least once on Airbnb in the 12 months before
the HSO reform. The colors distinguish grids with an Airbnb intensity < 0.1%, 0.1 − 0.5%, 0.5 − 1%, 1 − 5% and 5 − 10%
and > 10%.

with high earnings from Airbnb reservations. According to our main specification (i.e.,

if any of criterion (i)-(iv) applies), a significant share of Airbnb properties is classified as

commercial in 2017: 30.13% in Berlin, 37.80% in Munich, and 55.81% in Hamburg.

The map in Figure 1 presents the intra-city distribution of Airbnb activity: the color

of the squares stands for the share of properties per 1kmX1km grid that are listed at

least once on Airbnb in Berlin, Munich, and Hamburg in the 12 month-period prior to

the considered HSO reform (in the following referred to as “Airbnb intensity”). Darker

colors indicate higher levels of Airbnb intensity. Note that the grid definition follows the

European geocoding standard ETRS89-LAEA and is applied throughout the paper. The

figure shows that active Airbnb properties are strongly concentrated in a few city areas,

mostly in the city center.

Complementarily, Table 3 depicts the mean, median, 75th, 90th percentile, and the

maximum of the distribution of this Airbnb intensity across grids. The table shows

that, in the large majority of city grids, there is negligible Airbnb activity. The average

Airbnb intensity per grid in our treated cities ranges between 0.2% (Berlin 2016) and

0.72% (Hamburg).12 The maximum Airbnb intensity ranges between 10% (Munich) and

12We proxy for the overall number of properties in a grid by information on the number of households
per grid as obtained from geodata provided by the research data center at RWI Essen.
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Berlin 2016 Berlin 2018 Munich Hamburg
Listed properties
mean 0.20 0.35 0.51 0.72
> 0.50 q. 0.00 0.09 0.34 0.27
> 0.75 q. 0.12 0.30 0.63 0.71
> 0.90 q. 0.62 1.04 1.16 2.00
max 13.33 16.67 10 13.19
Main specification (at least one definition (i)-(iv) applies)
mean 0.07 0.11 0.18 0.45
> 0.50 q. 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.14
> 0.75 q. 0.03 0.10 0.27 0.44
> 0.90 q. 0.16 0.33 0.44 1.14
max 8.33 8.33 1.20 9.89

Notes: The top panel depicts sample statistics of grids’ share of properties

listed at least once on Airbnb in the year prior to the intervention. The bottom

panel depicts sample statistics of grids’ share of commercially offered Airbnb

properties (as defined in the main text) in the year prior to the intervention.

Table 3: Distribution of share of Airbnb properties per grid (in %)

Figure 2: Monthly reservations in Berlin, Munich, and Hamburg

Notes: The figure shows the monthly Airbnb reservations in Berlin, Munich, and Hamburg. Vertical lines show the dates
of enactment of HSO reforms.

16.67% (Berlin 2018). The bottom panel of Table 3 depicts the share of commercially

offered Airbnb properties – the number of commercial Airbnb properties (according to our

above definition) over all properties in the grid: The average of this share ranges between

0.07% (Berlin 2016) and 0.45% (Hamburg), the maximum between 1.2% (Munich) and

9.89% (Hamburg).13

13Note that the ratio of commercially offered properties over occasionally offered properties increases
in the Airbnb intensity of grids. Commercially offered properties thus tend to be particularly prevalent
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Figure 2 shows the development of Airbnb activity in our sample cities over time.

There is an upward trend but also considerable seasonality. The figure does not convey

a descriptive link between HSO reforms in the respective cities (indicated by the vertical

lines on the time axis) and the development of aggregate Airbnb activity.

5 Methodology

We draw on a difference-in-differences design to identify the effect of HSOs on commer-

cially and occasionally offered properties. The observational unit is the 1km x 1km city

grid in a specific month and we measure the Airbnb activity related to commercially

and occasionally offered Airbnb properties per grid and month. We apply three different

measures of Airbnb activity: i) the total number of listing days per grid and month, ii)

the total number of reservation days per grid and month, and iii) the total number of

active Airbnb properties per grid and month (as measured by the number of properties

with at least one reservation day in the considered month).

The number of listing days captures the supply-side of the short-term rental market;

the number of reservation days reflects the market equilibrium, which is determined by

supply and demand. Both measures absorb extensive as well as intensive margin responses

to HSO interventions.14 Using the number of Airbnb properties as dependent variable, in

turn, isolates extensive margin responses. Quantifying the latter response is of particular

relevance for commercial Airbnb use since many of the negative externalities of short-

term rental activity relate to the presence of commercial hosts in the market, who divert

properties from long-term residential to short-term rental use.

As there are strong long-term and seasonal trends in Airbnb activity (cf. Figure 2), a

simple pre and after comparison of short-term rental activity in cities that adjusted their

HSO regulation does not uncover the causal effect. We therefore use other large German

cities (with more than 100,000 inhabitants) without HSO regulation as a control group to

difference out common trends in Airbnb activity. The observational unit is the 1km x 1km

city grid g in month t. We estimate the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT):

The impact of the HSO regulations on Airbnb activity in treated city grids, differentiating

between commercial and occasional Airbnb activity. As sketched in Section 3, the HSO

regulations in the treated cities – similar to many other HSO regulations worldwide

– mainly target commercial short-term rental activity. If the HSOs bite, commercial

Airbnb activity is expected to decline or may even disappear from the market.15 The

in city centers.
14The extensive margin reflects agents’ decisions to stay in the short-term rental market or leave.

Intensive margin responses reflect the decision how many days properties are listed/rented out per
month, conditional on properties staying in the market.

15Even if HSOs ban commercial short-term renting, short-term rental activity might not drop to zero.
First and foremost, this may happen because of enforcement gaps.
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effect on occasional Airbnb activity is ambiguous, in turn: On the one hand, occasional

short-term rentals might increase as occasional hosts may absorb some of the short-term

rental demand that was met by commercial hosts prior to the introduction/tightening

of the HSO. On the other hand, occasional activity might decline if HSO regulations –

potentially unintendedly – impose costs or perceived restrictions on occasional hosts as

well.

We estimate separate difference-in-differences models for each HSO considered in this

study. All properties that were booked at least one day in the year prior to the HSO

intervention (in treatment and control cities) enter the estimation sample. We use the 12

months prior to the intervention to classify properties as commercial or occasional (see

Section 4 for the classification scheme).sThe difference-in-differences analysis captures

how Airbnb activity related to commercially and occasionally offered properties changes

in treated grids relative to control grids from before to after treatment. Treatment date

is the date when the HSO is enacted. We account for six pre-intervention and 12 post-

intervention months. In additional analyses, we assess treatment dynamics in an event

study design. Most importantly, we show that there are no systematic differences in

the emergence of Airbnb activity between treated and control groups prior to treatment,

which supports the common trend assumption (Schmidheiny and Siegloch 2019).

For each of the HSOs we estimate the following difference-in-differences model for

commercial and occasional Airbnb activity separately

ygit = βiHSOgt + λg + θt + εgit (1)

where ygit measures the Airbnb activity (the number of listing days, the number of reserva-

tion days and the number of active Airbnb properties) of host group i ∈ {commercial, occasional}
in grid g in month t. HSOgt is the treatment dummy that takes a value of one if an HSO

is in place in grid g in month t and zero otherwise, βi captures the average treatment

effect on the treated (i.e., the change in ygit in treated grids relative to control grids after

treatment) for group i; λg and θt are grid- and month-fixed effects, which capture time-

constant differences in Airbnb activity across city grids and common changes to Airbnb

activity over time. εgit is the error term.

To keep the set of control units as large as possible and to increase statistical power,

the analysis comprises grids in the treated city and grids in all German cities with more

than 100,000 inhabitants and no HSO regulation during our sample frame. This follows

the observation that Airbnb rentals are highly common also in second-tier German cities,

many of which are attractive tourist locations. In robustness checks, we restrict the

control group to the largest German cities without HSO regulation: Dusseldorf, Frankfurt

and Essen.16 We will show that this leaves the key findings unaffected. Note that, since

16An exception to this modeling of the control group are the difference-in-differences models for the
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all control units are “never-treated”, we do not have to assume homogeneous treatment

effects for the estimator to be consistent (Goodman-Bacon 2021).

In the analysis, we allow errors to be correlated over time within grids but assume

independence of errors between grids. In robustness checks, we relax this assumption

and allow errors to be correlated at the city level. As we then have few clusters in each

estimation, conventional inference methods based on large sample theory may provide a

poor approximation to the finite sample properties of test statistics. We therefore perform

bootstrap based inference based on the wild cluster bootstrap, which has been found to

perform well in such settings (see Roodman et al. 2019; MacKinnon et al. 2021).17

6 Results

6.1 Effect of HSOs on Commercial Airbnb Activity

6.1.1 Baseline Estimates

Table 4 presents difference-in-differences estimates for the impact of the HSOs on the

number of listing days, the number of reservation days, and the number of active prop-

erties per grid and month. The calculation of standard errors accounts for clustering at

the grid-level. p-values are reported in brackets.

The first panel presents difference-in-difference estimates for the HSO in Berlin in

2016. The results suggest that the intervention reduced the number of monthly listing

days by 10.107 days on average. The average number of monthly listing days per treated

grid prior to the intervention was 48.5 days (not reported in the table). The estimated

drop in listing days of 10.107 days thus translates into a relative decline by 20.84%

(=10.107/48.5). Actual short-term rentals – measured by the number of reservation days

– also decreased after the intervention. The number of reservation days for commercial

HSO introduction in Berlin in 2016. As full information on Airbnb activity in Germany is available to
us from 2017 onwards only, we rely on a set of larger control cities in this case, for which information
is available for earlier years as well: Dusseldorf, Essen, Frankfurt, Hamburg, and Munich. Note that
Munich did not have an HSO legislation in 2016. Hamburg had a very lax HSO at that time and is
therefore included in the control group. The results remain largely unchanged when Hamburg is dropped
from the set of control cities.

17Bootstrap based inference relies on the idea to generate many bootstrap samples from the original
sample, compute the test statistic in each bootstrap sample and then use the distribution of the boot-
strapped test statistics for inference. The wild bootstrap procedure used in this paper has two important
further characteristics. First, the bootstrap samples are constructed to keep the covariate distribution in
each cluster identical to the original sample. Bertrand et al. (2004), show that bootstrap inference can
become unreliable otherwise. Second, the bootstrap samples are constructed imposing the null hypothe-
sis. Basing inference on samples where the null hypothesis holds improves inference because, intuitively,
inference also involves the computation of probabilities under the assumption that the null hypothesis is
true. To address remaining inference problems when only very few clusters receive treatment, we use a
sub-cluster bootstrap, in which the bootstrap error terms are clustered at the finer grid level (MacKinnon
and Webb 2018).
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properties, on average, declined by 8.896 days per grid and month or 40.82%. The number

of active commercial properties dropped by 0.589 properties or 41.05%, on average. All

difference-in-difference estimates are statistically different from zero at the 1% significance

levels.

As the Airbnb activity is strongly concentrated within cities (cf. Figure 1 and Table

3), we also separately assess the effect of HSOs on commercial Airbnb activity in high-

intensity grids (i.e., grids above the 90% percentile of the Airbnb intensity distribution).

In absolute terms, Airbnb activity declines strongly in these grids in response to the HSO

reforms: Listing days related to commercial properties dropped, on average, by 122.95

days per high-intensity grid and month; reservation days declined by 99.475 days. The

number of active commercial Airbnb properties decreased by 6.639 properties per high-

intensity grid. The strong absolute response is consistent with the high pre-intervention

level of Airbnb activity in these grids. In relative terms, the response rates to the HSO re-

forms are comparable to the full sample, suggesting that commercial hosts react similarly

to the HSO intervention – irrespective of whether they are located in high or low intensity

grids within the city. Table A.1 in Appendix Appendix A presents estimates, where the

sample is restricted to grids with intermediate and low Airbnb intensity – defined as grids

with an Airbnb intensity between the 75th and 90th percentile of the Airbnb intensity

distribution and below the 75th percentile.

Table 4, moreover, presents estimates for the HSOs in Berlin 2018, Munich 2017,

and Hamburg 2018.18 The qualitative findings are in line with the previously discussed

results. For all three interventions, the difference-in-differences estimates suggest that the

number of listing days, the number of reservation days and the number of active properties

dropped significantly in the wake of the HSO interventions. Absolute responses are,

moreover, again stronger when we focus on grids with a high Airbnb intensity. There is

intuitive variation in the quantitative response across the studied HSO reforms. In Berlin,

the effects are, for example, larger for the 2016 intervention than for the tightening of the

HSO in 2018. This may reflect that hosts react differently to the introduction of HSOs

and their modification. Compliant hosts may have left the market when the HSO was

initially introduced in 2016. The 2018 intervention then treated a relatively unresponsive

subset of commercial hosts in the short-term rental market. Differences in response

behavior may, obviously, also relate to HSO design elements – or combinations of design

elements – that vary across regulations and interventions and may differ in their impact

on short-term rental supply and demand. For example, the relatively weak response of

commercial hosts to the 2018 HSO tightening in Berlin may reflect that key elements of

18Note that the estimation sample is larger for the Berlin 2018 analysis than for the Berlin 2016
analysis. This reflects that, from 2017 onwards, we can draw on data for the full population of Airbnb
listings and transactions in Germany, while beforehand we can only draw on information on Airbnb
activity in larger German cities. The set of control cities without HSO is thus larger in the former
setting.
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(1) (2) (3)
monthly monthly number of active

listing days reservation days properties
Berlin 2016

ATT -10.107 -8.896 -0.589
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -20.84% -40.82% -41.05%
observations 31374 31374 1374

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -122.95 -99.475 -6.639
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -27.83% -47.95% -49.33%
observations 1638 1638 1638

Berlin 2018

ATT -13.585 -4.499 -0.431
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -19.53% -13.58% -21.24%
observations 80517 80517 80517

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -82.718 -32.364 -2.661
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -22.46% -17.61% -24.05%
observations 8140 8140 8140

Munich 2017

ATT -27.557 -12.705 -0.744
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -30.19% -34.74% -34.01%
observations 50475 50475 50475

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -147.077 -63.313 -3.767
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -31.50% -33.59% -33.54%
observations 3090 3090 3090

Hamburg 2018

ATT -50.370 -49.704 -2.535
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -31.87% -49.46% -45.02%
observations 74045 74045 74045

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -207.206 -205.380 -10.132
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -31.84% -48.06% -42.94%
observations 3066 3066 3066

Notes: The table presents difference-in-difference estimates – absolute and relative effects – for
the HSO reforms in Berlin 2016, Berlin 2018, Munich 2017, and Hamburg 2018 on commercial
Airbnb activity measured by (1) monthly listing days, (2) monthly reservation days, and (3)
the number of active properties per month. ATT stands for average treatment effect on the
treated. We use all grids in German cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants and no HSO
during the sample frame as control group. The first part of each city panel presents estimation
results from a sample that includes all grids in treatment and control cities. The second part
restricts the sample to grids with a high Airbnb intensity (i.e., grids where the share of listed
Airbnb properties is above the 90th percentile of the distribution). See the main text for
further details.

Table 4: HSO effect on commercial Airbnb activity - Baseline estimation

the regulation – the registration requirement and the reservation day limit – do not pose

significant (additional) hurdles to commercial short-term rental activity.

Next to variation in effect size across cities, there is some variation in effect size

across the different dependent variables. For the HSO in Berlin in 2016 and the HSO in
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Hamburg in 2019, we find a weaker relative effect on the sum of Airbnb listing days than

on the sum of Airbnb reservation days.19 This may reflect that hosts – to comply with

HSOs – become more selective in accepting visitors. The results may, furthermore, reflect

that short-term rental demand declines when HSOs are introduced or tightened: Visitors

being aware of the laws may become reluctant to book properties from commercial hosts

after the introduction or tightening of HSOs.20

6.1.2 Robustness Checks

We run a number of robustness checks. For brevity, in all robustness checks, we only

report results where Airbnb activity is measured by the number of reservation days related

to commercial Airbnb properties per grid and month (cf. Column (2) of Table 4). Similar

results emerge when we use the number of listing days and the number of active Airbnb

properties as Airbnb activity measures. The latter results are available upon request.

In a first test, we assess the sensitivity of our findings to adjustments in the definition

of properties that are commercially used for short-term rental purposes. Figure 3 reports

the relative responses to the HSOs – the percent-change in the number of reservation days

per grid – when applying one of the commercial property criteria ((i)-(iv), see Section 4)

at a time (in contrast to the base analysis that defines a property as commercially offered

if any of the sub-definition applies). In the first panel, commercial properties are defined

based on the HSO’s annual short-term rental reservation day threshold (sub-definition

(iii) in Section 4); in the second panel based on the revenue threshold (sub-definition (iv)

in Section 4); in the third panel based on the listing day threshold (sub-definition (ii)

in Section 4). In a second step, we assess the robustness of the results to adjustments

of the threshold values for each commercial host sub-definition. We present results for

commercial property definitions that apply an annual reservation day cap of 56, 90, and

183 days in the year prior to the HSO reform (which corresponds to the legal thresholds

observed in our sample cities during our sample frame); average revenues above the

threshold of 500, 700, and 1000 Euro per month in the year prior to the reform; average

monthly listing days above the threshold of 25, 28, and 30 days in the year prior to the

HSO reform. This yields findings that are qualitatively and quantitatively comparable

to our baseline estimates, see Figure 3.

Moreover, we show that the results are robust to changes to the control group. Specif-

ically, we restrict the control group to grids in very large German cities without HSO

regulation (Dusseldorf, Essen, Frankfurt). Detailed results are provided in Table A.2

19Note that, in line with intuition, the effect of HSOs on absolute Airbnb activity is consistently
smaller in specifications where we use the number of reservation days as dependent variable relative to
specifications where we employ the number of listing days.

20There are indications on the Airbnb platform that allow visitors to proxy for commercial actors, e.g.,
the status of a “super hosts” or a high number of ratings.
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(a) Berlin 2016 (b) Berlin 2018

(c) Munich 2017 (d) Hamburg 2018

Figure 3: HSO effect on commercial Airbnb activity - Alternative definitions of
commercial Airbnb properties

Notes: The figure presents difference-in-differences estimates and 95%-confidence intervals. The dependent variable is the
number of reservation days per grid and month related to commercial Airbnb properties. The estimates reflect relative
response rates (percent-changes). For each HSO (i.e., (a) Berlin 2016, (b) Berlin 2018, (c) Munich 2017, and (d) Hamburg
(2018)), we present estimates based on different commercial property definitions: The first panel defines a commercially
offered Airbnb property based on the property’s annual reservation days in the year prior to the HSO (sub-definition (iii)
in Section 4). The threshold values applied are 56, 90 and 183 days. The second panel defines a commercially offered
property based on average monthly revenues in the year prior to the HSO (sub-definition (iv) in Section 4). The threshold
values applied are 500, 700, and 1000 Euros. The third panel defines a commercially offered property based on the number
of annual listing days in the year prior to the HSO (sub-definition (ii) in Section 4). The threshold values applied are 25,
28, and 30 days.

in Appendix Appendix A. In additional checks, we assess the robustness of the results

when we reestimate the model allowing for clustering - i.e. a correlation of errors - at

the city instead of the grid level. While p-values tend to increase, the estimates remain

statistically significant at conventional significance levels. See Figure A.1 in Appendix

Appendix A.

Last but not least, we assess the dynamics of the intervention by estimating an event

study (see Figures A.2 in Appendix Appendix A for details on the methodology and

results). Two key insights emerge: The estimates reject significant differences in the pre-

trend of commercial Airbnb activity between treated and control grids, which supports

the common trend assumption underlying our difference-in-differences design. Moreover,

in terms of post-reform dynamics, we find that commercial Airbnb activity drops quickly
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after the HSO intervention and remains constant at the decreased level thereafter.21

Overall, we find significant reductions in commercial Airbnb activity across all stud-

ied HSO interventions. None of the HSOs fully eliminated commercial Airbnb activity,

however. Inversely, this means that a significant share of commercial hosts remains in the

market after the introduction and tightening of HSOs. If the regulation was effectively

enforced, we would expect that commercial short-term rental activity – at least if iden-

tified based on the legal definition of commercial Airbnb properties (i.e., properties with

annual reservation days larger than the HSO’s reservation day cap) - is fully eliminated.

Our findings reject this notion (cf. Figure 3).

6.1.3 Non-compliance

Figure 4 provides direct evidence that at least part of the observed non-response of com-

mercial Airbnb activity reflects hosts’ non-compliance with HSO laws. Next to banning

misuse of residential property for short-term rentals in general, all studied HSOs define

explicit reservation day limits per annum, above which short-term renting is forbidden.

While these limits apply only to primary residences in Hamburg and only to secondary

residences in Berlin, they cover all properties in Munich. In consequence, if hosts in

Munich are observed to rent out a property on the Airbnb platform for more than 56

days after 2018, this is direct evidence for non-compliance with the HSO.

Figure 4 depicts the distribution of the number of annual reservation days by active

Airbnb properties in Munich in 2017 – the year before the HSO introduction in Munich

– as well as in 2018 and 2019 - the years after the HSO introduction in Munich. The

distribution of reservation days is strikingly similar across the years. There is no bunching

at the 56 days reservation day threshold and no indication for a reduction in the number

of properties that are rented out on Airbnb for more than 56 days in 2018.22 In 2019, the

number of active Airbnb properties declines – but it is mainly properties with less than

56 reservation days that drop out of the market (the latter drop reflects a general trend

in Airbnb activity visible in the whole of Germany).23 This result points to significant

enforcement problems of HSO legislations. Also, note that we contacted the city of

Munich, which confirmed that no exemptions from the reservation day limit in the HSO

21Note that the absolute size of the response differs across commercial Airbnb property definitions
as the number of Airbnb properties classified as commercial varies across definitions. In relative terms,
response rates tend to be comparable though (see Figure 3).

22The HSO law came into the force on January 1, 2018 and hence applied for the full calendar year
2018.

23Note that Figure 4 presents descriptive evidence, while Table 4 presents difference-in-differences
estimates. For Munich, the number of commercial hosts in the short-term rental market remained
largely unchanged from the year prior to the year after HSO enactment (2017 vs. 2018). Evaluated
against the behavior of commercial actors in control cities, there is, in turn, a decline in short-term
rental activity (cf. Table 4). Note that the decline in Airbnb activity in 2019 reflects a general trend,
visible in the data for the whole of Germany.
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regulation have been granted since its introduction. Similar results are reported for Berlin

and Hamburg (available from the authors upon request).24

Figure 4: Non-compliance: Distribution of annual reservation days by property for
Munich in 2017, 2018 & 2019

Notes: The figure depicts the distribution of the number of annual reservation days per Airbnb property in Munich for
the years 2017, 2018, and 2019. For better illustration, the graph only accounts for properties with 10 or more reservation
days. Horizontal axis: annual number of reservation days; vertical axis: number of properties. The vertical line indicates
the legal reservation day cap (56 days).

6.2 Effect of HSOs on Occasional Airbnb Activity

6.2.1 Baseline Results

As described above, HSOs may also influence the activity of occasional hosts. The sign of

the effect is theoretically ambiguous. As occasional hosts are not the prime target of HSO

legislations, they may benefit from the decline in commercial short-term rental supply.

If the regulations are not well targeted, they may, in turn, also hamper transactions by

occasional hosts and decrease their short-term rental activity.

Table 5 reports difference-in-differences estimates for the impact of the HSOs on

occasionally offered properties (defined as described in Section 4). The organization

of the table mirrors Table 4. The difference-in-differences estimates are negative and

statistically significant, suggesting that HSOs reduce occasional short-term rental activity

on the Airbnb platform.

The estimates for the Berlin 2016 intervention suggest that occasional listing days

dropped by 7.751 days or 11.66% per grid and month; the number of Airbnb reservation

24The evidence for Berlin and Hamburg is less straight forward to interpret as the reservation day limit
does not apply to primary residences in the former and not to secondary residence in the latter case.
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days declined by 3.806 days or 22.40% per grid and month and the number of active

Airbnb properties by 0.544 properties or 29.66% per grid and month. In high Airbnb

intensity grids, the effects are even stronger: Here, the HSO reduced the sum of occasional

listings per grid and month by 154.472 listing days or 27.42%, the sum of reservations

by 54.917 reservation days or 36.94% and the number of active occasional properties by

6.997 properties or 43.70%. Analogous results are presented for the other HSOs. All

interventions led to a significant decline in the number of listing days, the number of

reservation days, and the number of active properties.25

There is interesting variation in the size of occasional and commercial Airbnb hosts’

responses to the HSO interventions: The response by occasional hosts to the HSO reform

in Berlin in 2016 is, for example, weaker than the response by commercial hosts.26 The

picture is reversed for the 2018 HSO tightening in Berlin. Here occasional hosts respond

more strongly.27 This is consistent with design elements of the interventions: When

Berlin initially introduced its HSO regulation; it explicitly banned “repeated short-term

renting”. While there was some uncertainty about the interpretation of the law with

regard to occasional short-term rental activity, commercial short-term renting was clearly

forbidden. Consistent with this observation, we find a stronger response by commercial

hosts to the legislation.

The main element of the 2018 modification of Berlin’s HSO law, in turn, was the in-

troduction of a registration requirement for short-term rental hosts. Given that monetary

and non-monetary costs to register with the city are largely fixed in nature, we expect oc-

casional hosts to be more likely than commercial actors to drop out of the market (as the

latter can spread the registration costs across a larger activity base and hence are more

likely to still breakeven). Consistent with this interpretation, we find a strong extensive

margin response by occasional short-term rental hosts to Berlin’s 2018 intervention.28

Moreover and consistently, occasional hosts in Hamburg equally left the market at high

rates when Hamburg introduced its registration requirement in 2018.29

25The responses are somewhat stronger for the HSO reforms in Munich and Hamburg than for the
HSO reform in Berlin. In Munich and Hamburg, the number of reservation days dropped by 48.75%
(52.40%) and 51.89% (56.46%) in all city grids (city grids with a high Airbnb intensity), respectively.

26Occasional hosts reduced the sum of reservation days per grid and month by 36.94% in high Airbnb
intensity grids; commercial hosts by 47.95% (see Tables 4 and 5).

27Their sum of reservation days per grid and month in high Airbnb intensity grids dropped by 34.12%,
while the sum of reservation days by commercial hosts declined by 17.61% (see Tables 4 and 5).

28The number of active occasionally offered properties in high Airbnb intensity grids dropped by
45.19%, while the number of active commercially offered properties dropped by 24.05% only. See Tables
4 and 5, Column (3).

29Table 5 shows that the number of active occasional property drops sharply after the intervention by
67.72%.
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(1) (2) (3)
monthly monthly number of active

listing days reservation days properties
Berlin 2016

ATT -7.751 -3.806 -0.544
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -11.66% -22.40% -29.66%
observations 31374 31374 31374

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -154.472 -54.917 -6.997
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -27.42% -36.94% -43.70%
observations 1170 1170 1170

Berlin 2018

ATT -26.207 -6.162 -0.986
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -33.53% -26.27% -45.19%
observations 80517 80517 80517

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -159.217 -44.520 -6.185
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -38.50% -34.21% -51.67%
observations 5739 5739 5739

Munich 2017

ATT -23.835 -9.993 -0.826
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -35.99% -48.75% -49.83%
observations 50475 50475 50475

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -98.680 -43.542 -3.423
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -37.60% -52.40% -52.32%
observations 2415 2415 2415

Hamburg 2018

ATT -13.919 -6.454 -0.895
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -28.73% -51.89% -63.43%
observations 74045 74045 74045

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -72.156 -32.502 -4.281
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -35.96% -56.46% -67.72%
observations 3066 3066 3066

Notes: The table presents difference-in-differences estimates – absolute and relative effects –
for the HSOs in Berlin 2016, Berlin 2018, Munich 2017, and Hamburg 2018 on occasional
Airbnb activity measured by (1) monthly listing days, (2) monthly reservation days, and (3)
the number of active properties in a given month. ATT stands for the average treatment
effect on the treated. We use all grids in German cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants
and no HSO during the sample frame as control group. The first part of each city panel
presents estimation results on data for all grids in treatment and control cities. The second
part restricts the sample to grids with a high Airbnb intensity (i.e., grids with a share of listed
Airbnb properties above the 90th percentile of the distribution). See main text for details.

Table 5: HSO effect on occasional Airbnb activity - Baseline estimation

6.2.2 Robustness Checks

In robustness checks in Figure 5, we again show that the result pattern is largely unaf-

fected when we adjust the definition of occasional Airbnb properties. Our base analysis

defines properties as occasional if none of our commercial property definition applies
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(see Section 4). Figure 5 depicts the HSO response of occasional hosts (i.e., the relative

change in occasional Airbnb properties’ reservation days) when we account for a tighter

occasional property definition and only count properties as occasional if they were - ad-

ditional to the base criteria in Section 4 - rented out by less than 50, 25 and 10 days on

a short-term basis in the year prior to the HSO reform.

As a further robustness check, Figure A.3 in Appendix Appendix A shows that the

difference-in-differences estimate remains statistically significant when we allow for clus-

tering at the city level. Table A.3 in Appendix Appendix A reports results compara-

ble to our baseline estimates when the set of control grids is restricted to grids in the

largest German cities without HSO (Dusseldorf, Essen, and Frankfurt). Figure A.4 in

Appendix Appendix A reports event study estimates. The dynamics of the intervention

are similar to the one presented for commercial hosts. The figure confirms parallel pre-

trends in HSO activity prior to the interventions. After the intervention, Airbnb activity

drops quickly in treated relative to control grids and remains stable at the reduced level

thereafter.30

6.3 Redirection of Properties to Long-term Residential Use

Finally, Table 6 takes a closer look at the extensive margin response and presents esti-

mates how many commercial hosts leave the market in reaction to an HSO. This is of

particular interest as some of the externalities of Airbnb use relate to a repurposing of

residential property. If residential properties are exclusively used for short-term rental

purposes (“commercial use”), this reduces the supply of residential housing and may ex-

acerbate residential housing needs in the treated cities, which are all characterized by

tight urban housing markets. A simple back-of-the-envelope analysis yields an estimate

for the number of commercial properties that are redirected from pure short-term to

long-term residential purposes by HSOs.

The analysis draws on the estimated response of the number of commercial properties

in the market to a given HSO intervention. We differentiate between the estimated

decline in the number of active commercially offered properties in grids with a high

Airbnb intensity (as reported in Column (3) of Table 4) and the estimated decline in

grids with an intermediate and low Airbnb intensity (as reported in Column (3) of Table

A.1 in Appendix Appendix A). Under the assumption that all commercial properties that

leave the Airbnb platform are redirected to the long-term residential market, the number

of long-term residential housing units increases in the wake of a given HSO reform by:∑
j β̂

commercial,j · gcommercial,j , where gcommercial,j is the number of grids of type j in the

considered treated city and j indicates high, intermediate, and low Airbnb intensity grids

30The figure, on top of that, reports event study estimates for tighter occasional host definitions, for
which a similar dynamic pattern emerges.
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(a) Berlin 2016 (b) Berlin 2018

(c) Munich 2017 (d) Hamburg 2018

Figure 5: HSO effect on occasional Airbnb activity - Alternative definitions of
occasional Airbnb properties

Notes: The figure presents difference-in-differences estimates and 95%-confidence intervals. The dependent variable is the
number of reservation days per grid and month related to occasional Airbnb properties. The estimate reflects relative
response rates (percent-changes). For each HSO (i.e., (a) Berlin 2016, (b) Berlin 2018, (c) Munich 2017, and Hamburg
(2018)), we present estimates based on different occasional property definitions: The first panel relies on our base definition
(see Section 4 and Table 5: none of the commercial sub-definitions (i)-(iv) applies). The second panel uses a tighter
occasional host definition, requiring that - additionally to the base definition - the annual number of reservation days in
the year prior to the HSO must have been smaller than 50, 25, and 10 days.

in the treated city. β̂commercial,j is the estimated response for grids of type j as depicted

in Tables 4 and in Table A.1. The estimated drop in the number of active commercial

Airbnb properties ranges between 185 in Munich and 1,067 in Hamburg (see Column (1)

of Table 6). The quantitative differences across cities largely relate to differences in the

number of properties used for commercial short-term rentals prior to the intervention (cf.

Table 2). In all cities, these estimates are dwarfed by the city’s housing needs. The city

of Berlin, for example, quantifies the need for additional housing with around 200,000

properties until 2030.31 Note that our estimates mechanically hinge on the breadth of the

commercial property definition. Although the base definition of commercial properties

(used in Table 6) is quite broad, we, nevertheless, estimate that only a relatively small

number of properties is redirected to the long-term residential market. Even if we – quite

unrealistically – assumed that all exits from the short-term rental market – including

31See https://www.stadtentwicklung.berlin.de/wohnen/wohnungsmarkt/

wohnraumbedarfsbericht/download/Wohnraumbedarfsbericht2019.pdf.
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those by occasional Airbnb properties (depicted in Column (2) of Table 6 and determined

analogously to the calculation of the exits by commercial Airbnb properties) – triggered

a 1:1-rise in the number of properties used for long-term residential purposes, the total

increase (i.e., the sum of the entries in Columns (1) and (2) of Table 6) would still be

small relative to cities’ housing needs.

(1) (2)
market exists market exists

commercially offered occasionally offered
properties properties

Berlin 2016 -370.59 -322.97

Berlin 2018 -239.66 -549.79

Munich 2017 -185.49 -156.70

Hamburg 2018 -1067.55 -379.12

Notes: The table presents the drop in the number of properties that are used for

commercial short-term rentals (Column (1)) and the number of properties that

are occasionally rented out on Airbnb (Column (2)) after an HSO intervention.

See the main text for details on construction.

Table 6: HSO effect on exits from short-term rental market

7 Effect of HSOs on Long-term Rents

Next to a possible redirection of housing units to the long-term residential market, local

residents mainly supported HSOs to counteract increases in long-term rental prices in

urban areas - which were perceived to, in part, relate to rises in short-term rental activity.

In the following, we assess whether HSOs indeed exerted a dampening effect on long-terms

rents. The analysis focuses on long-term rental markets as the vast majority of residents

in our treated cities live for rent (in Berlin, the share of owned property was 17.4% in

2018; in Hamburg 23.9%). Policy discussions on Airbnb and house price increases thus

largely focused on the rental market.32

7.1 Data and Estimation Methodology

To determine the impact of HSOs on long-term rents, we rely on data on real estate offers

provided by the Research Data Centre of the Federal Statistical Office at RWI Essen

(see RWI (2020) for details). The underlying information stems from Immoscout24, the

32Data on sales offers, moreover, come with the limitation that property size is not separately given
for the property’s living space and the attached land area in our data (https://www.destatis.de/DE/
Themen/Gesellschaft-Umwelt/Wohnen/Tabellen/eigentuemerquote-nach-bundeslaender.html).
A key determinant of prices is thus measured with potentially significant noise.
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leading market place for real estate transactions in Germany.33 For each offer, we observe

information on the property rent and various property characteristics. In the following,

we make use of information on the size of the property (measured in square meters), the

number of rooms, the living space and the utility costs.34

The sample is restricted to properties in grids that are strongly penetrated by Airbnb

in the year before the HSOs – operationalized by a sample restriction to grids with a share

of active Airbnb properties above the 90th percentile of the distribution. As documented

in the prior section, these are the grids where the HSO (in absolute terms) substantially

decreased local Airbnb activity. If HSOs impact prices in rental markets, we expect rental

price shifts to emerge in these grids.

Table B.1 in Appendix Appendix B presents descriptive statistics for our estimation

sample. To quantify the impact of HSOs on rents, we again draw on a difference-in-

differences design and estimate a model of the following form:

ln (rgt) = αHSOgt + Xgtγ + δg + µt + ηgt (2)

where rgt is the average property rent in grid g in month t. Grid fixed effects absorb time-

constant heterogeneity across grids and time fixed effects common trends in property

prices across all grids. The vector Xgt includes control variables that absorb changes

in the composition of offered properties in a given grid: We account for variation in

the number of rooms, the living space (in square meter) and the cost of utility. The

latter variable serves as a proxy for property quality. Rather than simply including

the set of average property characteristics as control variables, we allow for a flexible

functional form relationship between each property characteristic and the rental price.

This is important as rental prices are well documented to change non-linearly in property

characteristics. Property rents, for example, tend to increase under-proportionally in the

size of the property. We determine the demi-deciles (i.e., 20-quantiles) of each property

characteristic in the full sample or properties and then calculate the share of properties

in a given grid that fall into each of these demi-deciles. We allow for a non-linear effect

of property characteristics on rents by adding the full set of these shares to the vector of

control regressors Xgt.

Analogously to Section 5, Equation (1) is estimated separately for each of the HSO

reforms. Given that trends in rents in Germany during our sample period differed signif-

icantly between leading urban areas and smaller-scale cities, we restrict the set of control

units to grids in very large cities without HSO legislation in the main analysis; in sensi-

tivity checks, we show that similar results to the ones presented below emerge when we

rely on all control cities without HSO legislation and more than 100,000 inhabitants.

33Immoscout24’s self-reported market share is 50% (Boelmann and Schaffner 2019).
34Since information on energy efficiency is not available, we control for utility costs which are negatively

correlated with energy efficiency.
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>90% Airbnb intensity
(1) (2)

listed properties commercials

Berlin 2016 α 0.01225 -0.00402
p-values (0.32) (0.72)
Obs. 2587 2683

Berlin 2018 α 0.02217 0.03691
p-values (0.21) (0.28)
Obs. 2354 2190

Munich 2017 α 0.00716 0.00794
p-values (0.68) (0.75)
Obs. 1801 1739

Hamburg 2018 α -0.01871 -0.02205
p-values (0.18) (0.03)
Obs. 1531 1540

Notes: The table presents difference-in-differences estimates for the effect of

HSOs in Berlin 2016, Berlin 2018, Munich 2017, and Hamburg 2018 on the

average monthly property rent per grid. The sample is restricted to grids with

a high Airbnb intensity prior to the HSO (above the 90th percentile). In the

first (second) column Airbnb intensity is measured by the share of properties

in a grid that are listed at least once on Airbnb in the year prior to the

intervention (the share of commercial Airbnb properties in the grid, as defined

in Section 4). The control group consists of very large cities in Germany

without HSO during the sample frame (grids in Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Essen).

Table 7: HSO effect on rental prices

7.2 Results

The results are presented in Column (1) of Table 7. We focus on high intensity Airbnb

grids (i.e., above the 90th percentile). For all four HSOs, the difference-in-differences

estimate is statistically insignificant and close to zero. The point estimates suggest that

the impact of the studied HSOs on rental prices in high intensity grids ranges between

-2% and +2%.

Similar results emerge when we focus the analysis on grids with a high commercial

Airbnb property penetration – that is a ratio of commercial Airbnb properties over all

properties in the grid above the 90th percentile of the distribution in the pre-reform year

(cf. Column (2) of Table 7). These specifications account for the possibility that price

responses might be driven by supply-side effects in the long-term rental market (properties

being redirected from pure short-term use to the long-term rental market) rather than

changes in the valuation and willingness to pay of tenants who are occasional Airbnb

hosts. The difference-in-differences estimates are again small, however, thus rejecting this

notion. Event study estimates presented in Figure B.1 in Appendix Appendix B support

the common trend assumption of the difference-in-differences design. We, moreover,
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obtain similar estimates when we use the full set of control cities with more than 100,000

inhabitants and without HSOs as control units (Table B.2 in Appendix Appendix B) and

when we use the square meter rent as dependent variable (available upon request).

Summarizing, our results suggest that HSOs exert no significant effect on rental prices.

There are different potential explanations for this non-finding: Firstly, German housing

markets are tightly regulated, with a price cap preventing property owners from increasing

rental prices above typical rents in the area. With a binding price cap, HSO-induced shifts

in long-term residential housing supply (if smaller than excess demand at the ceiling) are

predicted to leave rental prices unchanged. Secondly, downward rental price rigidities

may prevent rental prices from adjusting.35 Thirdly, one has to keep in mind that, in our

sample cities (despite the fact that they belong to the prime Airbnb locations outside

the US), relatively few properties are used for short-term rental purposes and that the

observed decline in short-term rental activity triggered by the studied HSO reforms also

tends to be moderate (see our results in the prior sections). This may add to explaining

why we fail to find significant housing price responses.36

8 Conclusion

In this study, we investigated how HSOs influence the size and structure of Airbnb activity

and rental prices. We are the first to model the effects of HSOs on short-term rental supply

and short-term rental transactions in the market equilibrium, distinguishing between

commercially and occasionally rented out property. The latter distinction is of material

importance since most HSOs target commercial activities on short-term rental platforms,

not short-term rentals by occasional hosts. The design reflects that adverse effects of

short-term renting on local residents are largely associated with commercial short-term

rental activity. First and foremost, it is commercial hosts who strip properties from tight

long-term residential housing markets and divert them to pure short-term rental use. On

the contrary, occasional peer-to-peer home sharing also offers advantages: It contributes

to an efficient use of the housing stock and can add to the diversity of neighborhoods (as

lower income individuals can use occasional short-term renting as an income source that

allows them to afford living in higher-end neighborhoods).

But how do HSOs impact commercial and occasional short-term renting activity?

Our results offer first insights. We find that HSOs significantly decrease commercial

short-term rentals – but fail to eliminate them. Many commercial hosts remain in the

35Potentially, this may serve as an explanation why many studies focusing on the impact of the Airbnb
introduction on rental prices find a positive correlation between Airbnb activity and rental prices, while
we reject such a relationship studying HSO-induced decreases in Airbnb activity.

36As depicted in Table 3, Airbnb penetration rates tend to be rather small, even in the most highly
penetrated grids. Moreover, there is rather moderate redirection of properties from short-term to long-
term use in the wake of HSO reforms as indicated in Table 6.
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market even if this violates enacted regulations. The evidence thus points to substantial

non-compliance with HSO laws. Additional analyses show that HSOs also substantially

decrease Airbnb activity by occasional hosts.

These findings offer important insights for stakeholders in the short-term rental mar-

ket: They suggest that local residents and city governments can expect that HSOs -

of the type studied in this paper - have some effectiveness in pushing back commercial

short-term rental activity but that enforcement can be challenging and requires atten-

tion. The decline in occasional short-term renting is, moreover, arguably an unintended

side effect, which needs to be taken into account. Our analysis suggest that some design

elements - namely, registration requirements - are particularly detrimental to occasional

short-term renting. But occasional hosts also reduce their activity in response to HSOs

without registration requirements (as the one implemented in Munich) - suggesting that

other factors like information frictions add to the observed effect.37

Our results also have important implications for Airbnb and other short-term rental

platform providers. We document that commercial hosts reduce their short-term rental

supply when HSOs are enacted or tightened and that this, in turn, lowers Airbnb activity

in the market equilibrium. If Airbnb had hoped that occasional host would make up

for lost businesses from commercial providers, such hopes are dampened by our analysis.

HSOs may markedly lower fees earned by platform providers from short-term renting.

Since Airbnb’s financial statement shows that the company is currently not profitable, it

needs to develop strategies to increase revenue and adapt its business model to ensure

sustainability.38

We see several directions for future research. First and foremost, there is room to

better understand the effects of HSO enforcement on the short-term rental market. In

recent years, some cities started collaborating with Airbnb to improve enforcement of

HSO laws. One example is the city of Hamburg: Since the introduction of the registration

requirement, a collaboration with Airbnb ensures that hosts in Hamburg can only offer

properties on the Airbnb platform if they hold a valid registration number. In Berlin,

where hosts are also legally obliged to register with the city, such a collaboration does

not exist. While we find that both, the Hamburg and the Berlin HSO reform led to

broadly comparable reductions in Airbnb activity, this does not necessarily mean than

cooperations between localities and Airbnb show no effect. Effect sizes may also differ

across interventions for other reasons. More research is needed to better understand

37Occasional hosts may, for example, not be willing to invest time and effort to study HSO legislations.
If the expected opportunity cost of time spent to understand the legislative framework are larger than
expected income from occasional short-term renting (within the scope of the law), hosts drop out of
the market. Another potential explanation for the observed result pattern is that some occasional hosts
interpret the law as an implicit disapproval of legislators and citizens of short-term renting in general
and that they drop out of the short-term rental market to stop undesired behavior.

38See https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1559720/000119312520294801/d81668ds1.

htm.
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the impact of Airbnb-city-collaborations on market outcomes (see Bibler et al. (2021)

for pioneering work). Second, we need more evidence on the effectiveness of individual

HSO design elements (e.g., reservation day caps, registration requirements etc.). Our

estimation results offer first suggestive evidence that design elements may influence the

size of HSO effects on commercial and occasional short-term renting. But more research

is needed to corroborate this evidence. Third, our set of available information does not

allow us to directly model demand-side effects. We observe hosts’ listings (i.e. the supply

side) and realized reservations (i.e., the market equilibrium). Demand can, in turn, not

be modeled by the data at hand. A more detailed analysis of demand-side effects of the

regulations would, among others, allow to pin down whether HSO directly deter market

demand, reflecting that visitors do not want to engage in possibly illegal transactions with

commercial hosts after HSO introduction. Our results are consistent with such responses

(in relative terms, we see a stronger drop in Airbnb reservations than in Airbnb listings

in response to HSO interventions), but they provide suggestive evidence only.
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Appendix A Effect of HSOs on Short-Term Rental

Activity

Table A.1 presents estimates for the effect of HSOs on commercial Airbnb activity, where

the sample is restricted to grids with an intermediate and low Airbnb intensity, respec-

tively, namely grids with an Airbnb intensity between the 75th and 90th percentile of

the Airbnb intensity distribution and grids with an Airbnb intensity below the 75th per-

centile of the distribution. Airbnb intensity is, analogously to the main text, defined as

the number of properties per grid that are listed at least once on the Airbnb platform in

the year prior to the HSO intervention over all properties in the grid. The choice of the

specific threshold values for the definition of low, intermediate and high intensity grids

reflects that the large majority of grids (up to around the 75th percentile of the grid-level

Airbnb intensity distribution) hosts almost no Airbnb activity at all, see Table 3 in the

main text. Note, however, that the results presented in Table A.1 do not materially

change when these threshold values are adjusted.

The organization of the specifications in Table A.1 follows Table 4 in the main text.

Two key insights emerge: First, intuitively, the absolute response in the number of Airbnb

listings, the number of Airbnb reservations and the number of active Airbnb properties

when HSOs are introduced or tightened declines in the grids’ pre-intervention Airbnb

intensity. Material responses are largely centered around high intensity grids (see Table

4). In intermediate and low intensity grids, the decline in commercial Airbnb activity is

statistically significant but quantitatively moderate - which is intuitive given the differ-

ence in Airbnb presence across the three grid types (see Table A.1). In relative terms,

response rates are comparable across grids with high, intermediate and low Airbnb inten-

sity, however, indicating that commercial hosts react to HSOs in a similar way, no matter

where they are located.

Table A.2 reestimates the baseline models for the effect of HSOs on commercial Airbnb

activity presented in Table 4 using only grids in the largest German cities without HSO

regulations - Dusseldorf, Frankfurt and Essen - as a control group (while the base specifi-

cation uses all German cities without HSO regulation and more than 100,000 inhabitants

as control group). Again the organization of the specifications follows Table 4. The

results, qualitatively and quantitatively, resemble our baseline estimates.

As described in Section 5, our base analysis allows errors to be correlated over time

within grids but assumes independence of errors between grids. In Figure A.1, we relax

this assumption and allow errors to be correlated at the city level. As we then have few

clusters in each estimation, conventional inference methods based on large sample theory

may provide a poor approximation to the finite sample properties of test statistics. We

therefore perform bootstrap based inference based on the wild cluster bootstrap, which

has been found to perform well in such settings (see Roodman et al. 2019; MacKinnon
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(1) (2) (3)
monthly monthly number of active

listing days reservation days properties
Berlin 2016

ATT grids intermediate Airbnb intensity -39.752 -33.855 -2.073
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -23.77% -44.11% -42.01%
observations 1836 1836 1836

ATT grids low Airbnb intensity -1.570 -1.248 -0.086
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -14.15% -29.82% -28.62%
observations 23274 23274 23274

Berlin 2018

ATT grids intermediate Airbnb intensity -10.533 -2.373 -0.391
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -11.17% -5.59% -14.53%
observations 16042 16042 16042

ATT grids low Airbnb intensity -0.244 0.373 0.008
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -3.82% 16.67% 5.69%
observations 55521 55521 55521

Munich 2017

ATT grids intermediate Airbnb intensity -24.314 -10.629 -0.722
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -18.72% -21.06% -23.55%
observations 2550 2550 2550

ATT grids lowAirbnb intensity -6.590 -3.503 -0.204
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -24.80% -32.50% -31.90%
observations 44355 44355 44355

Hamburg 2018

ATT grids intermediate Airbnb intensity -63.941 -74.910 -3.978
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -23.06% -43.17% -40.48%
observations 5775 5775 5775

ATT grids low Airbnb intensity -6.058 -7.258 -0.403
p-value (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
relative effect -17.72% -36.30% -34.78%
observations 64469 64469 64469

Notes: The table presents difference-in-differences estimates – absolute and relative effects – for the
HSOs in Berlin 2016, Berlin 2018, Munich 2017, and Hamburg 2018 on commercial Airbnb activity
measured by (1) monthly listing days, (2) monthly reservation days, and (3) the number of active
properties in a grid. ATT stands for average treatment effect on the treated. We use all grids in
German cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants and no HSO during the sample frame as control.
The first part of each city panel restricts the sample to grids with an intermediate Airbnb intensity
(grids with an Airbnb intensity between the 75th and the 90th percentile of the distribution). The
second part of each city panel restricts the sample to grids with a low Airbnb intensity (grids with an
Airbnb intensity below the 75th percentile of the Airbnb intensity distribution).

Table A.1: HSO effect on commercial Airbnb activity - Grids with intermediate and low
Airbnb intensity

et al. 2021). In Figure A.1, we reestimate the base specifications in Table 4 - using the

commercial listing days, the commercial reservation days and the number of commercial

Airbnb properties as dependent variables (see horizontal axis) - and present the p-values

from the wild cluster bootstrap (indicated by the purple bars). In all specifications except
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when using the commercial reservation days in the context of the 2018 Berlin intervention,

the p-values turn out to be smaller than 10% (in most cases smaller than 5%).

(1) (2) (3)
monthly monthly number of active

listing days reservation days properties
Berlin 2016

ATT -14.232 -11.005 -0.686
p-value (0.36) (0.39) (0.57)
relative effect -29.35% -50.49% -47.84%
observations 18900 18900 18900

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -137.338 -107.114 -6.869
p-value (0.49) (0.44) (0.51)
relative effect -31.08% -51.63% -51.03%
observations 1314 1314 1314

Berlin 2018

ATT -4.263 -0.096 -0.094
p-value (0.67) (0.98) (0.73)
relative effect -6.13% -0.29% -4.66%
observations 21692 21692 21692

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -46.053 -12.934 -1.319
p-value (0.11) (0.43) (0.22)
relative effect -12.50% -7.04% -11.93%
observations 2926 2926 2926

Munich 2017

ATT -25.782 -9.406 -0.634
p-value (0.26) (0.34) (0.03)
relative effect -28.24% -25.72% -29.00%
observations 16577 16577 16577

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -144.886 -47.560 -3.375
p-value (0.20) (0.39) (0.00)
relative effect -31.03% -25.23% -30.05%
observations 2181 2181 2181

Hamburg 2018

ATT -35.738 -44.890 -2.216
p-value (0.23) (0.10) (0.13)
relative effect -22.61% -44.67% -39.35%
observations 18102 18102 18102

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -130.923 -172.240 -8.209
p-value (0.03) (0.07) (0.02)
relative effect -20.12% -40.03% -34.79%
observations 1428 1428 1428

Notes: The table presents difference-in-differences estimates – absolute and relative effects –
for the HSOs in Berlin 2016, Berlin 2018, Munich 2017, and Hamburg 2018 on commercial
Airbnb activity measured by (1) monthly listing days, (2) monthly reservation days, and (3)
number of active properties. ATT stands for the average treatment effect on the treated.
We use all grids in very large German cities without HSO during our sample frame (i.e.,
Dusseldorf, Essen, and Frankfurt) as control. The first part of each city panel includes all city
grids. The second part restricts the sample to grids with a high Airbnb intensity (a number of
listed Airbnb properties over all properties in the grid above the 90th percentile of the Airbnb
intensity distribution).

Table A.2: HSO effect on commercial Airbnb activity - Very large cities as control group
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(a) Berlin 2016 (b) Berlin 2018

(c) Munich 2017 (d) Hamburg 2018

Figure A.1: HSO effects on commercial Airbnb activity - Clustering on city level
(p-values)

Notes: The bars indicate p-values for DiD estimates where standard errors are clustered on the city level with Airbnb activity
related to commercial Airbnb properties (monthly listing days, monthly reservation days, number of active properties)
serving as the dependent variable.
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Furthermore, to assess effect dynamics and test for parallel pre-trends in treatment

and control group, we estimate an event study model of the following form

yigt =
−2∑

d=−6

βdHSO
d
gt +

11∑
d=0

HSOd
gt + λg + θt + εgit (3)

where HSOd
gt is a dummy variable that takes on the value 1 in the treated city in months

with a d-month-gap to the intervention’s announcement date. Otherwise notation and

the set of fixed effects corresponds to the base specification of the difference-in-differences

model (see Equation 1) in the main text as does the sample frame. Since the sample is

restricted such that it coincides with the event window (6 pre-HSO and 12 post-HSO

months), we do not bin the deepest lag and lead. Also note that concerns related to

treatment effect heterogeneity in event study models (Sun and Abraham 2021) do not

apply in our setting as we study the impact of one reform at a time, comparing the

treated city to control cities without HSO.

The event study estimates are presented in Figure A.2.39 The dependent variable

is the number of commercial reservation days in grid g at time t. The yellow shaded

area depicts the intervention period (starting with the month of the legislative decision

and ending when the (last element of the) legislation becomes effective, see Section 3

for information on intervention timing).40 The blue shaded areas for the analysis of

the Munich HSO mark the months of September and October where Airbnb activity in

Munich is dominated by the October fest and deviates from (all potential) control cities.

The respective data points are not reported. The purple graph depicts the estimate

for our baseline commercial property definition (any of the criteria (i)-(iv) sketched in

Section 4 applies). The figure, moreover, presents estimates for alternative definitions of

commercial properties, where each sub-criteria (i)-(iv) is applied at a time.

The result pattern turns out similar across the studied HSO interventions. With

all interventions, we find no indication for significant differences in the pre-trends of

commercial Airbnb reservation days in treated and control grids prior to the intervention.

After treatment the reservation days in treated grids quickly drop relative to control grids

and remain stable at reduced levels thereafter. Note that the estimates depict absolute

responses in the number of commercial reservation days. It is thus not surprising that

the size of the estimated responses differs across specifications - both across different

commercial host definitions and across treated cities. Effect size, intuitively, correlates

with the number of commercial Airbnb properties prior to treatment, see Table 2 in the

main text.

39All grids are included in the estimation. Similar result patterns, however, emerge in specifications
where the sample is restricted to high intensity grids.

40Berlin 2016 is an exception in the sense that the HSO law was passed in 2014 already but came into
force in May 2016 only.
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Figure A.2: HSO effect on commercial Airbnb activity - Event study

Notes: The figure presents estimates of Equation 3 for the HSO reforms in (a) Berlin 2016, (b) Berlin 2018, (c) Munich
2017, and (d) Hamburg 2018. The dependent variable is the number of reservation days per grid and month related to
commercial Airbnb properties (following the base definition given in Section 4 (any of the sub-criteria (i)-(iv) applies,
labelled ’at least one def.’ in the figure) and definitions where we require one specific commercial host criteria to apply
at a time: properties related to hosts who offer more than one property, cf. criteria (i) in Section 4 (’> one property’);
properties with more reservation days in the year prior to HSO reform than specified by the HSO reservation day cap, cf.
criteria (iii) in Section 4 (’reservation threshold’); properties, which are on average listed more than 25 days as available on
the Airbnb platform in the year prior to the HSO reform, cf. criteria (ii) of Section 4 (’listing threshold’); and properties
that on average earn more than 500 Euros per months on the Airbnb platform in the year prior to the reform, cf. criteria
(iv) in Section 4 (’revenue threshold’). The estimation sample includes all grids in treated and control cities. Qualitatively
similar results emerge when we restrict the sample to grids with a high Airbnb intensity. The yellow shaded area depicts
the implementation phase of HSO law (from the legislative decision to the implementation of the (final) legal provision).
For Munich, the blue shaded area indicates the months of the Oktoberfest, where Munich experiences a large inflow of
tourists, not experienced by control cities. See main text for further details.

The main text, moreover, presents estimates that show that all of the assessed HSO

regulations do not only induce a drop in the Airbnb activity related to commercial Airbnb

properties - but that occasional Airbnb hosts reduce their short-term rentals as well.

While the base specifications use all cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants and no HSO

regulation as a control group, Table A.3 shows that similar results emerge when we only

use the largest German cities without HSO regulation - Dusseldorf, Essen and Frankfurt

- as a control group. Analogously to Figure A.1, Figure A.3, moreover, presents estimates

where we allow for clustering at the city level (based on the wild cluster bootstrap, see

above). The bars in the figure depict p-values for specifications with different dependent

variables (depicted on the horizontal axis), showing that all of the estimates remain

statistically significant at the 5% level.

Finally, Figure A.4 presents event study estimates for the effect of the HSOs on the

activity of occasional Airbnb hosts - measured by the number of reservation days related

to occasional properties per grid and month. The estimation model resembles the one
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specified in Equation 3. The green line depicts the estimates for our base definition of

occasionally rented out properties (see Section 4). Analogously to Figure A.2, we also

present estimates for alternative occasional property definitions, where properties are

classified as used occasionally for short-term rental purposes if none of the commercial

definitions laid out in Section 4 applies and additionally properties were rented out for

less than 50, 25 and 10 days in the year prior to the intervention, respectively. Again,

we find no indication for significant differences in the trends in Airbnb activity prior to

the intervention and a drop in Airbnb activity in treated relative to control grids after

the intervention. Note that the figure depicts absolute shifts in the number of occasional

hosts’ reservation days. The quantitative estimates thus again differ across reforms and

occasional host definitions, reflecting differences in occasional host activity prior to the

studied interventions.

(a) Berlin 2016 (b) Berlin 2018

(c) Munich 2017 (d) Hamburg 2018

Figure A.3: HSO effect on occasional Airbnb activity - Clustering on city level
(p-values)

Notes: The bars indicate p-values for DiD estimates where standard errors are clustered on the city level with Airbnb activity
related to occasional Airbnb properties (monthly listing days, monthly reservation days, number of active properties) serving
as the dependent variable.
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(1) (2) (3)
monthly monthly number of active

listing days reservation days properties
Berlin 2016

ATT -15.218 -5.259 -0.643
p-value (0.47) (0.40) (0.48)
relative effect -22.88% -30.95% -35.06%
observations 18900 18900 18900

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -150.21 -53.843 -6.822
p-value (0.39) (0.32) (0.37)
relative effect -26.66% -36.22% -42.61%
observations 1116 1116 1116

Berlin 2018

ATT -14.565 -2.015 -0.570
p-value (0.39) (0.66) (0.34)
relative effect -18.64% -8.59% -26.15%
observations 21692 21692 21692

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -107.457 -26.163 -4.508
p-value (0.02) (0.06) (0.03)
relative effect -25.98% -20.10% -37.66%
observations 2552 2552 2552

Munich 2017

ATT -10.394 -0.753 -0.162
p-value (0.36) (0.95) (0.80)
relative effect -15.69% -3.68% -9.80%
observations 16577 16577 16577

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -33.282 5.509 0.096
p-value (0.43) (0.90) (0.97)
relative effect -12.68% 6.63% 1.48%
observations 1711 1711 1711

Hamburg 2018

ATT -4.482 -5.034 -0.680
p-value (0.62) (0.28) (0.24)
relative effect -9.25% -40.47% -48.23%
observations 18102 18102 18102

ATT grids high Airbnb intensity -30.320 -25.997 -3.271
p-value (0.44) (0.10) (0.05)
relative effect -15.11% -45.16% -51.75%
observations 1533 1533 1533

Notes: The table presents difference-in-differences estimates – absolute and relative effects –
for the HSOs in Berlin 2016, Berlin 2018, Munich 2017, and Hamburg 2018 on occasional
Airbnb activity measured by (1) monthly listing days, (2) monthly reservation days, and (3)
the number of active properties per grid. ATT denotes the average treatment effect on the
treated. We use all grids in very large German cities without HSO during our sample frame
(i.e., Dusseldorf, Essen, and Frankfurt) as control. The first part of each city panel includes
all city grids. The second part restricts the sample to grids with a high Airbnb intensity above
the 90th percentile of the Airbnb intensity distribution.

Table A.3: HSO effect on occasional Airbnb activity - Very large cities as control
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Figure A.4: HSO effect on occasional Airbnb activity - Event study

Notes: The figure presents estimates of Equation (3) for the HSO reforms in (a) Berlin 2016, (b) Berlin 2018, (c) Munich
2017, and (d) Hamburg 2018. The dependent variable is the number of reservation days per grid and month related to
occasional Airbnb properties (following the base definition given in Section 4 (’no comm. user def. applies’) and definitions
where we additionally require that properties’ reservation days in the year prior to the intervention do not exceed 10/25/50
reservation days ’+<10/25/50 resv. pre-HSO’). The estimation sample includes all grids in treated and control cities.
Qualitatively similar results emerge when we restrict the sample to grids with a high Airbnb intensity. The yellow shaded
area depicts the implementation phase of HSO law (from the legislative decision to the implementation of the (final) legal
provision). For Munich, the blue shaded area indicates the months of the Oktoberfest, where Munich experiences a large
inflow of tourists, not experienced by control cities. See main text for further details.
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> 1 property reservations threshold listings threshold revenue threshold

Property level

level-level

property-FE β -6.102 -4.8688 -4.8667 -4.3806
p-values (0), (.01), (.01) (0), (.09), (.12) (0), (.13), (.04) (0), (.1), (.07)
obs. 17996 20994 20269 41174

grid-FE β -6.1047 -4.8686 -4.8772 -4.5206
p-values (0), (.02), (.01) (0), (.1), (.1) (0), (.15), (.06) (0), (.08), (.03)
obs. 17996 20994 20269 41174

city-FE β -6.1075 -4.86 -4.8704 -4.4831
p-values (0), (.01), (.01) (0), (.08), (.07) (0), (.14), (.05) (0), (.09), (.05)
obs. 17996 20994 20269 41174

log-level

property-FE β -1.0333 -.5548 -.5107 -.5021
p-values (0) (0) (0) (0)
obs. 15656 19644 18865 37582

grid-FE β -1.0338 -.5549 -.5121 -.5352
p-values (0) (0) (0) (0)
obs. 17564 20814 19927 41030

city-FE β -1.0343 -.5541 -.5114 -.5294
p-values (0) (0) (0) (0)
obs. 17996 20994 20269 41174

Grid level

level-level

grid-FE β -5.0777 -7.3693 -4.3561 -8.0526
p-values (0), (.05), (.05) (0), (.28), (.32) (0), (.36), (.28) (0), (.27), (.25)
obs. 31464 31464 31464 31464

city-FE β -5.0777 -7.3693 -4.3561 -8.0526
p-values (0), (.06), (.08) (0), (.27), (.22) (0), (.27), (.24) (0), (.25), (.27)
obs. 31464 31464 31464 31464

log-level

grid-FE β -1.0345 -.5546 -.5104 -.5306
p-values (0) (0) (0) (0)
obs. 5184 5886 6282 8244

city-FE β -1.0345 -.5546 -.5104 -.5306
p-values (0) (0) (0) (0)
obs. 31464 31464 31464 31464

Columns (1) to (4) show the estimation results for the four different user definitions. We employ data
at the the grid- and the property-level to estimate the effect of the HSOs on monthly reservations for
each user type. We adopt level-level fixed effects estimation and log-level FE estimation (Pseudo Possion
Maximum Likelihood to account for zeros). We use different sets of level FEs (property-, grid- and city-
FE). We report the estimation coefficient in bold letters. Further, p-values based on robust clustering
at the grid level are reported. Furthermore, we cluster at the city level using the restricted and the
unrestricted wild cluster bootstrap of Roodman et al. (2019) (not applicable for the PPML estimations).
P-values are reported in parenthesis. Lastly, we report the number of observations.

Table A.4: DiD: Effect of HSO on Airbnb activity of users in Berlin2016 (property- and
grid-level)
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> 1 property reservations threshold listings threshold revenue threshold

Property level

level-level

property-FE β -.8377 .0132 .1442 -.0139
p-values (.05), (.36), (.3) (.96), (1), (.98) (.67), (.85), (.8100000000000001) (.96), (1), (1)
obs. 46168 81134 57529 89399

grid-FE β -.823 .0161 .1441 -.1772
p-values (.06), (.36), (.32) (.95), (.98), (1) (.67), (.83), (.83) (.54), (.85), (.82)
obs. 46168 81135 57529 89399

city-FE β -.8294 .0178 .1566 -.2366
p-values (.06), (.39), (.36) (.95), (.99), (.97) (.64), (.88), (.88) (.42), (.83), (.76)
obs. 46168 81135 57529 89399

log-level

property-FE β -.0825 -.0248 .0486 -.0207
p-values (.12) (.39) (.16) (.47)
obs. 40480 74601 49818 85307

grid-FE β -.0813 -.0251 .0482 -.0398
p-values (.13) (.38) (.16) (.17)
obs. 44479 80092 55174 88941

city-FE β -.0823 -.0248 .0497 -.046
p-values (.12) (.39) (.15) (.11)
obs. 46146 81135 57451 89371

Grid level

level-level

grid-FE β -1.0075 -4.9109 -1.0551 -4.1862
p-values (.01), (.22), (.18) (0), (.11), (.1) (.04), (.49), (.38) (0), (.09), (.07)
obs. 79307 79307 79307 79307

city-FE β -1.0075 -4.9109 -1.0551 -4.1862
p-values (.01), (.2), (.25) (0), (.08), (.08) (.04), (.5), (.49) (0), (.12), (.09)
obs. 79307 79307 79307 79307

log-level

grid-FE β -.0822 -.0238 .0496 -.0655
p-values (.12) (.41) (.15) (.07)
obs. 14869 25124 20776 25814

city-FE β -.0822 -.0238 .0496 -.0655
p-values (.12) (.41) (.15) (.07)
obs. 77154 79307 78359 78865

Columns (1) to (4) show the estimation results for the four different user definitions. We employ data at the the
grid- and the property-level to estimate the effect of the HSOs on monthly reservations for each user type. We adopt
level-level fixed effects estimation and log-level FE estimation (Pseudo Possion Maximum Likelihood to account for
zeros). We use different sets of level FEs (property-, grid- and city-FE). We report the estimation coefficient in bold
letters. Further, p-values based on robust clustering at the grid level are reported. Furthermore, we cluster at the city
level using the restricted and the unrestricted wild cluster bootstrap of Roodman et al. (2019) (not applicable for the
PPML estimations). P-values are reported in parenthesis. Lastly, we report the number of observations.

Table A.5: DiD: Effect of HSO on Airbnb activity of users in Berlin (property- and grid-
level)
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> 1 property reservations threshold listings threshold revenue threshold

Property level

level-level

property-FE β -1.0059 -.6898 -.528 -1.1192
p-values (.06), (.36), (.25) (.02), (.46), (.43) (.14), (.61), (.59) (.01), (.29), (.28)
obs. 21576 60373 35000 41741

grid-FE β -1.0144 -.6934 -.5129 -1.062
p-values (.06), (.39), (.32) (.02), (.3), (.33) (.15), (.61), (.6) (.01), (.32), (.36)
obs. 21576 60373 35000 41741

city-FE β -1.0053 -.7045 -.5106000000000001 -1.0278
p-values (.06), (.34), (.3) (.02), (.37), (.44) (.15), (.66), (.57) (.01), (.49), (.41)
obs. 21576 60373 35000 41741

log-level

property-FE β -.1956 -.252 -.2195 -.2861
p-values (.03) (0) (0) (0)
obs. 18240 53568 27763 39654

grid-FE β -.1954 -.2524 -.2164 -.2833
p-values (.03) (0) (0) (0)
obs. 20676 59445 32950 41504

city-FE β -.1944 -.2542 -.2164 -.2805
p-values (.03) (0) (0) (0)
obs. 21561 60373 35000 41741

Grid level

level-level

grid-FE β -2.2984 -16.0359 -5.5513 -13.8256
p-values (0), (.02), (.02) (0), (.03), (.06) (0), (.05), (.07) (0), (.01), (0)
obs. 49650 49650 49650 49650

city-FE β -2.2984 -16.0359 -5.5513 -13.8256
p-values (0), (.04), (.06) (0), (.05), (.05) (0), (.05), (.05) (0), (.02), (.01)
obs. 49650 49650 49650 49650

log-level

grid-FE β -.1994 -.2514 -.2153 -.2957
p-values (.03) (0) (0) (0)
obs. 8295 18810 12735 14880

city-FE β -.1994 -.2514 -.2153 -.2957
p-values (.03) (0) (0) (0)
obs. 47805 49650 49650 49650

Columns (1) to (4) show the estimation results for the four different user definitions. We employ data at
the the grid- and the property-level to estimate the effect of the HSOs on monthly reservations for each user
type. We adopt level-level fixed effects estimation and log-level FE estimation (Pseudo Possion Maximum
Likelihood to account for zeros). We use different sets of level FEs (property-, grid- and city-FE). We report
the estimation coefficient in bold letters. Further, p-values based on robust clustering at the grid level are
reported. Furthermore, we cluster at the city level using the restricted and the unrestricted wild cluster
bootstrap of Roodman et al. (2019) (not applicable for the PPML estimations). P-values are reported in
parenthesis. Lastly, we report the number of observations.

Table A.6: DiD: Effect of HSO on Airbnb activity of users in Munich (property- and
grid-level)
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> 1 property reservations threshold listings threshold revenue threshold

Property level

level-level

property-FE β -2.1043 -3.1164 -4.2994 -3.5361
p-values (0), (.08), (.04) (0), (0), (0) (0), (0), (0) (0), (0), (0)
obs. 59141 163063 67416 111183

grid-FE β -2.1231 -3.1242 -4.3341 -3.6065
p-values (0), (.02), (.02) (0), (0), (0) (0), (0), (0) (0), (0), (0)
obs. 59141 163064 67417 111187

city-FE β -2.1206 -3.1251 -4.3466 -3.6288
p-values (0), (.03), (.01) (0), (0), (0) (0), (0), (0) (0), (0), (0)
obs. 59141 163065 67417 111187

log-level

property-FE β -.2318 -.3919 -.3669 -.4167
p-values (0) (0) (0) (0)
obs. 53245 150417 62080 107560

grid-FE β -.2339 -.3922 -.3696 -.4324
p-values (0) (0) (0) (0)
obs. 56905 161177 65415 110704

city-FE β -.2334 -.3923 -.371 -.4357
p-values (0) (0) (0) (0)
obs. 59105 163049 67407 111187

Grid level

level-level

grid-FE β -9.0474 -49.4286 -17.5523 -37.5437
p-values (0), (.04), (.02) (0), (.02), (.05) (0), (.01), (.03) (0), (0), (.01)
obs. 72890 72890 72890 72890

city-FE β -9.0474 -49.4286 -17.5523 -37.5437
p-values (0), (.04), (.02) (0), (.02), (.02) (0), (.03), (.01) (0), (.02), (.02)
obs. 72890 72890 72890 72890

log-level

grid-FE β -.2331 -.3941 -.3726 -.4101
p-values (0) (0) (0) (0)
obs. 15645 34854 21890 27741

city-FE β -.2331 -.3941 -.3726 -.4101
p-values (0) (0) (0) (0)
obs. 70644 72474 71861 71190

Columns (1) to (4) show the estimation results for the four different user definitions. We employ data
at the the grid- and the property-level to estimate the effect of the HSOs on monthly reservations for
each user type. We adopt level-level fixed effects estimation and log-level FE estimation (Pseudo Possion
Maximum Likelihood to account for zeros). We use different sets of level FEs (property-, grid- and city-
FE). We report the estimation coefficient in bold letters. Further, p-values based on robust clustering
at the grid level are reported. Furthermore, we cluster at the city level using the restricted and the
unrestricted wild cluster bootstrap of Roodman et al. (2019) (not applicable for the PPML estimations).
P-values are reported in parenthesis. Lastly, we report the number of observations.

Table A.7: DiD: Effect of HSO on Airbnb activity of users in Hamburg (property- and
grid-level)
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Appendix B Effect of HSOs on Long-term Rents

Table B.1 depicts descriptive statistics for the rental price analysis. The observational unit

is the grid per month. The sample comprises grids in the treated cities (Berlin, Hamburg

and Munich) as well as in large control cities (Frankfurt, Dusseldorf and Essen). For

each grid and month, we calculate the average property rent (per square meter) of all

properties that are offered in that grid and month on the Immoscout 24 platform. The

table depicts sample statistics (mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum and the

25th, 50th and 75th percentile of the distribution). The last column gives the number of

observations.

Figure B.1 depicts event study estimates for the HSO reforms in Berlin 2016 and 2018,

in Munich 2017, and Hamburg 2018. The dependent variable is the average rental price of

offered properties in a given grid and month. The sample is restricted to grids with a high

Airbnb intensity (in treated and control cities), defined as grids above the 90th percentile

of the Airbnb intensity distribution. The figure applies different definitions of Airbnb

intensity: In the base definition, we define Airbnb intensity by the number of properties

in the grid listed at least once on Airbnb in the year prior to the HSO reform over all

properties in the grid. We, moreover, apply definitions of Airbnb intensity that focus on

commercial Airbnb hosts: Following Section 4, we define Airbnb properties as commercial

if at least one of the definitions in Section 4 applies and then account for all grids, where

the number of commercial Airbnb properties over all Airbnb properties is above the 90th

percentile of the distribution (’at least one def.’). Analogously, we present estimates

for subsamples of commercial-intensive grids, where commercial Airbnb properties are

defined based on one specific commercial Airbnb property criteria at a time: properties

related to hosts who offer more than one property, cf. criteria (i) in Section 4 (’> one

property’); properties with more reservation days in the year prior to the HSO reform

than specified by the HSO reservation day cap, cf. criteria (iii) in Section 4 (’reservation

threshold’); properties, which are on average listed more than 25 days as available on the

Airbnb platform in the year prior to the HSO reform, cf. criteria (ii) of Section 4 (’listing

threshold’); and properties that on average earn more than 500 Euros per months on the

Airbnb platform in the year prior to the reform, cf. criteria (iv) in Section 4 (’revenue

threshold’). The yellow shaded area depicts the implementation phase of HSO law (from

the legislative decision to the implementation of the (last) legal provisions). The results

suggest that the trend in rental prices did not significantly differ prior to the HSO reforms.

We, however, analogously to the difference-in-differences estimates presented in Table 7

of the main text, also find no indication for a systematic shift in rental prices after HSOs

are introduced or tightened. Finally, Table shows that the base results in Table 7 do not

materially change when we use all cities without HSO legislation and with more than

100,000 inhabitants as a control group in the difference-in-differences analysis.
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Rental Data
Variable Mean Std. dev. Min Percentiles Max Obs.

25% 50% 75%
Property rent 930.82 317.37 228.61 706.55 917.31 1143.48 2200.00 7059
Property rent per square meter 12.83 3.58 4.49 10.15 13.05 15.38 24.00 7059

Notes: The table shows descriptive statistics of the data on rental offers obtained from FDZ Ruhr of the RWI
Essen (RWI 2020). The observational unit is the grid per year. The sample is restricted to grids in treated cities
and big control cities (Frankfurt, Dusseldorf, Essen). ’Property rent’ is the average property rent of all rental
offers on the Immoscout24 platform (in Euros) as provided by RWI in a given grid and month. ’Rent per square
meter’ is the average square meter rent of properties offered in a given grid and month (in Euros).

Table B.1: Summary Statistics for rental prices

>90% Airbnb Exposure
listed properties commercials

Berlin 2016 α 0.03274 0.03167
p-values (0.02) (0.02)
Obs. 3582 3284

Berlin 2018 α 0.02217 0.03691
p-values (0.00) (0.00)
Obs. 8559 8959

Munich α 0.02633 0.02319
p-values (0.07) (0.09)
Obs. 6676 7513

Hamburg α -0.00901 -0.02266
p-values (0.58) (0.15)
Obs. 7701 7657

Notes: The table presents the effects of HSOs in Berlin 2016,
Berlin 2018, Munich 2017, and Hamburg 2018 on the average
monthly property rent per grid. The sample is restricted to
grids with high Airbnb intensity prior to the HSO (above 90th
percentile). The control group consists of all German cities
with more than 100,000 inhabitants and without HSO during
the sample frame.

Table B.2: HSO effect on rental prices - All control cities with > 100,000 inhabitants
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Figure B.1: HSO effect on rental prices: Event study

Notes: The figure presents estimates analogously to Equation 3 for the HSO reforms in (a) Berlin 2016, (b) Berlin 2018,
(c) Munich 2017, and (d) Hamburg 2018. The dependent variable is the average rental price of offered properties in a
given grid and month. The sample is restricted to grids with a high Airbnb intensity (in treated and control cities), defined
as grids above the 90th percentile of the Airbnb intensity distribution. The figure applies different definitions of Airbnb
intensity: In the base definition, we define Airbnb intensity by the number of properties in the grid listed at least once
on Airbnb in the year prior to the HSO reform over all properties in the grid. We, moreover, apply definitions of Airbnb
intensity that focus on commercial Airbnb hosts: Following Section 4, we define Airbnb properties as commercial if at
least one of the definitions in Section 4 applies and then account for all grids, where the number of commercial Airbnb
properties over all Airbnb properties is above the 90th percentile of the distribution (’at least one def.’). Analogously, we
present estimates for subsamples of commercial-intensive grids, where commercial Airbnb properties are defined based on
one specific commercial host criteria at a time: properties related to hosts who offer more than one property, cf. criteria (i)
in Section 4 (’> one property’); properties with more reservation days in the year prior to HSO reform than specified by the
HSO reservation day cap, cf. criteria (iii) in Section 4 (’reservation threshold’); properties, which are on average listed more
than 25 days as available on the Airbnb platform in the year prior to the HSO reform, cf. criteria (ii) of Section 4 (’listing
threshold’); and properties that on average earn more than 500 Euros per months on the Airbnb platform in the year prior
to the reform, cf. criteria (iv) in Section 4 (’revenue threshold’). The yellow shaded area depicts the implementation phase
of HSO law (from legislative decision to the implementation of the (last) legal provision).
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